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INTERNATIONAL TRADE
COMMISSION

[Investigation No. 331-TA-323l

Certain Monoclonal Antibodies Used
for Threrapeutlcally Treatin9 Humans
Having Gram Negative Bacterial
Infections; Investigation

Correction

In notice document 91-2168 beginning
cn page 3484. in the issue of
Wednesday, January 3D, 1991, make the
following correction:

On page 3484, in the third column, in
the heading, the Investigation Number
was ommitted and should read as set
forth above.
BilLING CODE 1505J.l1..Q

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Coast Guard

33 CFR Part 151

[CGD 90-054]

RIN 2115·AD64

Pollution-Prevention Requirements of
Annex V of MARPOL 73/78

Correction

In proposed rule document 91-422
begi.n.ning on page 824 in the issue of
Wednesday, January 9, 1991, make the
following corrections:

1. On page 825, in the first column, in

the first paragraph under Request for
Comments. in the sixth line "identity"
should read "identify".

2. On the same page, in the third
column:

a. Under Discussion of Proposed
Amendments, in the fourth line "151.51"
should read "§§ 151.151".

b. In the second paragraph under
Regulatory Evaluation, in the third line,
"imnplementing" should read
"implementing".

c. In the first paragraph under Small
Entities, in the plnth line "tha" should
read "that".

§ 1Sl.53 [Corrected)

3. On page 826, in the second column,
in § 151.53(£)(2), in the third line "57°44'
N" should read "57°44.6' N".

BilLING CODE 1505-01·0

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Aviation Administration

14 CFR Part 93

[Docket No. 26151; Arndt. No. 93·51]

High D<!nsity Traffic Airports
Allocation of International Slots at
O'Hare International Airport

Correction

In the issue of Thursday, January 10,
1991, on page 1059, in the second

column, in the correction of rule W.
document 90·30160, the correction (} 3 (gl'b
numbered 3 should read as follows: -. -

"3, In the same paragraph, in the
fourth line from the end, 'on' should read
'one'."

BIlliNG CODE 1505-01·D

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

Internal Revenue Service

26 CFR Parts 301 and 602

[T.O.8326)

RIN 1545-AP08

Disclosure of Tax Return lnformation
for Purposes of Quality or Peer
Reviews; Disclosure of Tax Return
Information Due to Incapacity or Death
of Tax Return Preparer

Correction

In rule document 91~30361 beginning
on page 53295 in the issue of Friday,
December 26, 1990, make the following
corrections:

1. On page 53295, in the third column,
in the second line, "issue" should read
"issuance".

2. On the same page, in the same
column, in the first full paragraph, in the
third line "LR-3-84" should read "LR-3·
85".

BILlmG COCE 1505-0,·D
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Aviation Administration

14 CFR Part 158

[Notice No. 91-4; Docket No. 26385]

RIN 2120-AD87

Passenger Facility Charges

AGENCY: Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), DOT.
ACTION: Notice of proposed rulemaking
(NPRM).

SUMMARY: This notice proposes new
regulations to implement a passenger
facility charge program. This proposal is
intended to implement the Aviation
Safety and Capacity Expansion Act of
1990 which requires the Department of
Transportation to issue regulations
under which a public agency may be
authorized to impose an airport
passenger facility charge (PFC) at a
commercial service airport it controls.
The proceeds from such PFC's are to be
used to finance eligible airport-related
projects that preserve or enhance
capacity, safety or security of the
national air transportation system,
reduce noise from an airport which is
part of such srslem, or furnish
opportunities for enhanced competition
between or among air carriers. The
proposed rule sets forth procedures for
public agency applications for authority
to impose PFC's, for FAA processing of
such applications, for collection and
remittance of PFC's by air carriers. for
recordkeeping and auditing by air
carriers and public agencies, for
terminating PFC authority, and for
reducing Federal grant funds
apportioned to large and medium hub
airports imposing a PFC.
OATES: Comments must be received on
or before March 7, 1991. Because of the
180-day statutory deadline for
completion of this rulernaking by May 3,
1991, the FAA will not be able to
entertain requests for extensions of the
comment period. However, late-filed
comments will be considered to the
extent practicable.
ADDRESSES: Comments on this notice
should be mailed in triplicate to: Federal
Aviation Administration, Office of the
Chief Counsel, Attn: Rules Docket
(AGC--l0), Docket No. 26385, 800
Independence Avenue. SW.,
Washington, DC 20591.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Lowell H.Johnson, Office of Airport
Planning and Programming, Federal
Aviation Administration, 800
Independence Ayenue, SW. t

Washington, DC 20591: telephone (202)
267-3831.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Comments Invited

Interested persons are invited to
participate in this proceeding by
submitting such 'written data, views, or
arguments as they may desire.
Comments relating to the environmental,
energy, federalism. or economic impacts
that might result from adopting the
proposals in this notice are also invited.
Comments should identify the docket or
notice number and should be submitted
in triplicate to the Rules Docket address
specified above. All comments received
on or before the closing date for
comments will be considered by the
Administrator before taking action on
the proposed rulemaking. The proposals
contained in this notice may be changed
in light of comments received. All
comments will be available in the Rules
Docket for examination by interested
persons. A report summarizing each
substantive public contact with FAA
personnel concerned with this
rulemaking will be filed in the docket.
Commenters wishing the FAA to
acknowledge receipt of their comments
submitted in response to this notice
must include a preaddressed, stamped
postcard on which the follOWing
statement is made: "Comments to
Docket No. 26385." The postcard will be
date stamped and mailed to the
commenter.

Availability of NPRM's

Any person may obtain a copy of this
NRPM by submitting a request to the
Federal Aviation Administration, Office
of Public Affairs, Attention: Public
Inquiry Center, APA-430, 800
Independence Avenue. SW. t

Washington, DC 20591, or by calling
(202) 287-3484. Communications must
identify the notice number of this
NRPM,

Persons interested in being placed on
a mailing list for future NPRM's should.
request a copy of Advisory Circular No.
ll-2A, Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
Distribution System, which describes
the application procedure.

Background

The Aviation Safety and Capacity
Expansion Acl of 1990 (Pub. L. 101-508),
enacted November 5, 1990. authorizes
the Secretary of Transportation to
approve locally imposed PFC's of up to
$3 per enplaned passenger. Section 9110
of the Act requires the Secretary to issue
regulations necessary to implement this
authority, "Not later than 180 days after
the date of enactment."

The statute also directs the Secretary
to: develop an application procedure;
establish the terms and conditions for
granting of PFC authority; set up a
system to collect, handle, and remit PFC
revenues to the eppropriate public
agency; and establish recordkeeping and
audit requirements and procedures for
termination. It also defines project
eligibility, establishes user consultation
procedures, prohibits PFC collection in
certain circumstances and prohibits the
treatment of PFC revenue as airport
revenues for establishing rates, fees, or
charges.

The FAA has had extensive
experience in developing application
requirements for various airport grant
programs, dating from the initial Federal
Aid to Airports Program in 1946 to the
current Airport Improvement Program
(AlP). Although PFC approval would not
be subject to many Federal grant
requirements associated with the AlP,
the proposed rule would establish
general application procedures, data
requirements, procedures for compliance
with environmental requirements and
for obtaining airport layout plan
approval that resemble current grant
processes. Public agencies that would
apply for approval of PFC authority
would almost always be or have been
participants in the Federal airport grant
program. Adopting similar procedures
would minimize the introduction of
unfamiliar terms and requirements for
FAA and public agency officials
working on both PFC applications and
on requests for grant assistance. The
approach will be especially beneficial
for projects funded by a combination of
PFC revenue and airport grants.

The collection of fees by air carriers
and foreign air carriers is another major
section of this proposed regulation.
Although these carriers currently collect
the passenger taxes, customs and
immigration fees, and an international
departure tax, these fees are remitted to
the u.s. Treasury. The FAA has no
direct involvement with their handling,
collection and remittance other than
being advised as to the total amounts
collected.

Because of this lack of extensive prior
involvement, FAA published Notice No.
90-28 (55 FR 47483; November 14,1990)
requesting data and information on the
collection of existing fees. The objective
was to learn more about current
practices to design a PFC collection
system. In all, 13 commenters responded
to this request for data and provided
information useful in preparing the
proposed rule. The comments are
available for inspection in the FAA
Rules Docket, No, 26385,
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Discussion of Proposal

Many sections of the proposed rule
afe the direct result of specific statutory
requirements; in others. where
discretion has been given to the
Secretary to develop procedures, several
different approaches could be taken to
satisfy a requirement of the Act.

These choices are discussed and
comments invited in the preamble. The
following is a summary of some of the
questions or issues raised on which the
FAA would particularly welcome
comments. The numbers in parentheses
refer to related sections of the proposed
fule.

1. Definitions (§ 158.3].
Within this section particular

attention is directed to the following
three definitions:

Lr'/voluntary and voluntary change in
itinerary. It is reasonable to try to
distinguish between voluntary and
involuntary changes in itinerary to
determine which airports receive PFC
revenue?

Long-term lease. Is 5 years an
appropriate term for a long-term lease?
Are additional safeguards nl?eded in
leases to ensure that the purpose of the
Act is furthered with respect to
enhancing air carrier competition?

One-way trip. Is the "4-hour rule" an
acceptable way to define when a trip
ends?

2. Requirements prior to submission
ofapplication (§ 158.23). How else might
these requirements be satisfied? Can
they be streamlined or made less
burdensome?

3. Consultation with oil' carriers and
foreign air carriers (§ 158.25), remittance
ofFPC's (§ 158.49), and recordkeeping
and auditing (§§ 158.67 and 158.69).
Should all air carriers [scheduled,
domestic. commuter, foreign, charter,
and air taxi) be subject to the same
consultation, collection, handling,
recordkeeping, and auditing
requirements or should passengers of
some category or categories of carriers
be exempt from paying a PFC?

4. Application (§ 158.27). Are any of
the proposed application requi-rements
unnecessary or redundant? Are there
ways to streamline the application? Is
the AlP an appropriate model for the
PFC application process?

5. Amendment ofapproved PPC
(§ 158.31). Is the proposed amendment
procedure adequate? Are there other
more appropriate criteria to determine
when consultation is needed?

6. Use of excess PFC revenue .
(§ 158.35). Are there other reasonable
uses for PFC revenue collected in excess
of project needs? What oversight by air
carriers or the FAA is necessary?

7. Remittance ofFPC's (§ 158.49).
Should the transporting carrier, rather
than the issuing carrier, be responsible
for collection and remittance? Is the
proposed twice-monthly remittance
schedule satisfactory?

B. Collection Compensation (§ 158.51).
Are there other manageable standard
methods to determine a fair
compensation for handling PFC revenue
by the air carriers?

9. Reporting requirements [ti§ 158.63
and 158.65}. Are the level of detail and
frequency of reports appropriate for
public agencies and issuing carriers?

10. Term/nation ofauthority to impose
a PPC (§ 158.83). Is there some
appropriate additional safeguard in the
termination process that would be
necessary for a public agency to secure
reasonable and stable financing for
projects?

11. Implementation of reduction
(§ 158.95). Is the timing for the reduction
of apportionments reasonable? Are
there other ways to project PFC revenue
for a fiscal year?

12. Application ofdepartmental policy
on price advertising (following section
by-section discussion ofproposed rule).
Will the tentative decision on air
carriers' price advertising provide
consumers with adequate information
about the total costs of planned and
alternative air travel arrangements? Are
there other effective ways to provide air
travellers with cost comparison
information for air travel via different
routes or air carriers?

The following discussion provides
more information about each section of
the proposed rule and explores each of
the above questions in greater depth.

Subpart A
This subpart proposes general

provisions including definitions, the
authority for imposing PFC's, limitations,
use of PFC revenue, and project
eligibility.

Section 158.3 Definitions
While developing the proposed rule, it

became necessary to define a number of
terms that either have not been used by
the FAA and public agencies in airport
related programs, that have been used
without a standard definition, or have
been used differently in this context
than previously. We highlight some of
those terms here to focus the attention
of commenters. Of course, the FAA will
consider comments on all the proposed
defini tions.

Airport capitol plan: The FAA
recognizes that most municipalities and
public agencies currently have agency
wide capital plans. Many agencies also
have airport-specific capital plans to

more effectively implement and manage
needed airport development. The NPRM
proposes to require public agencies to
submit airport capital plans to the FAA
to help ensure that the proposed project
is, in fact, part of a rational long-term
development program. If a public agency
has not formulated or adopted 8 formal
capital plan for an airport, the agency
would be required to submit the best
available documentation of planned
capital improvements at the airport.

Airport layout plan: This is the same
airport layout plan (ALP) as is currently
required by AlP grant assurances. It will
aid in identifying the status of any
environmental, air n·avigation, sa.fety or
airport design reviews.

Airport revenue: Passenger facility
charges, like Federal grant funds, are not
to be used in determining landing £ees or
other airport charges. However. the
revenue generated by facilities built
with PFC financing would be considered
airport revenue under the AlP grant
assurances and could not be used off·
airport except for noise mitigation
projects. We assume that virtually every
public agency that would apply for
approval to impose a PFC is or has been
a grant recipient and is, therefore,
subject to AlP assurances.

Allowable costs: Allowable costs
would be defined as those that are the
"reasonable and necessary" costs of
accomplishing an eligible project. Some
costs related to a PFC-financed project
may not be allowable costs for the use
of PFC revenue. However. the FAA will
rely on the public agencies' local laws,
procurement requirements, and
procedures in determining what costs
Bre reasonable Bnd necessary. If a
project is financed entirely with PFC
revenue or other local funds, the statute
does not appear to require the FAA to
conduct the kind of detailed review of
project cost normally associated with
the AlP program. The statute does,
however, require the FAA to determine
that projected PFC revenues are
sufficient to cover reasonable and
necessary expenses of proposed
projects. Therefcre, the FAA would be
prepared to undertake an independent
review of costs in the case of disputes
between interested parties and public
agencies that cannot be resolved under
local procedures. Even then, however,
the review of allowable costs WQuid not
be at the same level of detail as review
of AlP projects.

Involuntary change in itinerary: The
FAA recognizes that at times an air
carrier will change a passenger's flight
itinerary for various reasons such as
flight delays, overbooking, and
equipment problems. This change may
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result in routing the .passengerthro~ de9\gnate -certain 'CuJlrent or former
different air.ports with'diffe'enliHFC's..In milita<;y airponts,far.addilional AJP
fairness to !herpassengeJ:, the FAA funding'eligibUi\y, however,lhe slatute
beHe~'e8 that t..~ passenger should.liot contains an exp'!icit prohibition on
be obligated to .pay any additional PF{;'s Federal funding df gales "subject 10
due to inv.oluntary.chanses,in itinerary lon8':-term leases 'for periods-exceeding
but rather would ,pay thos.associated 10 yeal'5j.]" Oneinteqlr.tation of:this
with the <>riginal ticket. Conversely, the phrase is that there isno-prohibition on
passenger ahould nol be entilled to any long-term leas.s whit:h dor.ol exceed 10
PFC refunds as a result of.such a change yellIS. The1O-yeartinreframe applies
in ilinerary. The PFC's collectedwould - only to a prohibition with"..pect to the
be distributed as shown on the military aIrport t1esignation program and
passenger's originpj ticket. The FAA need not be 'Construed to define lbe
uses the term "involuntary change in concept of "long term.'~ In keeping with
itinerary" to describe Changes in..the theiStatote's objectilt.e.of .promoting
itinerary ilia.t are beyond the airline .competition, .the FAA is
,passenger's con1tal proposing that ''d.ong .term" be defined as

Voluntary change in itinerary: In :a. :period of 5 years or more. This is the
contrast to invohmlary changes in same·as is used for disadvantaged
itinerary, ilie FAA 'recognizes that there business enterprise programs under 'the
will'be times when i...1u! passe:lger AIP grant assurances. Inasmuch 8S there
requests a change in i1ineraI'¥ that may appears to be some discretion lin lhis
result.in d.ifIerent PFC:S. In.cases w,here matter,oow.e:ver, the FAA soliCits
the cbange is requested by the 'COJIlII1ents on whether a different
pasBeng~ t2lher than {he air ('.aErier. timeframe should be used in connection
the paSBenger would be ellpected to pay with lbe PFC program.
any additio!lal PFC's,.as we1l.afl.l'eceive Another aspect of the limitation 'on
refunds of:PFC'3 omiucd",s a result of long-term lea.es as'highligbted by1he
the changediliner.ary arJy if shown on.a Government Aceounting Office (GAO)
reissued air trev£l.ticke.t. PFC'fl would in its ·recent report, :Pa'ssenger Fact1i~y

be distributed ,to public ..genc"'s in Charges 'Represent a New Funding
accordance with,such ticket-s. These Source for Airports (Report Nwnber
types of changes ,are described as GAOjRCED-91-39). The GAO
"vGluntOI'y,changes iniLinerary." expressed ooncern regarding the ext~nt

The FAA recognizes ~here may be to ·which PFe-financed facilities acmally
some problems associated'.with encourage 'greater oompetit-ion among
designating changes'in iliner.axy as and between -alr<carriers at an airport. It
"voluntaIy".or ".involuntary." For is possible, fer example, that an
-example., it may he .difficult lor an incumbent air carrier having along-term
issuing air c8J'lIier -OJ' an [auditor to exclusive ~ease at 'an airport passenger
determine which type of.change is 'terminal could lease new PFC-funded
applicable months .after it <lccw:red. In terminal 'facilities and, by undel'lltilizing
addition, if a ticket is reissued for an both it-s exclusive-use and new fadUties,
inv:oluntary change in itinera--ry, there severely limit opportunities for
may beno recardrof which al.,."Ports enhanced competition.
would be entitled to receive PFC The GA:O also noled instances In
revenue. Therefore, the.FAA seeks which air carriers have used
specific comments.on the concept of ..ucarryover" lease provisions to.extend
voluntary and inlloluntar;y -Changes in their tenancy for several years fellewing
ilinerazy as well as any suggestions on the expiration of the original lease.
how changes in itinerary should be Under such an arrJlDgement, an air
handled. Additional.information about carrier could operate under a shert-term
the frequency of such changes,in lease-as,if.it vlere elo.qg·term lease and
itinerary with respect to the Humber of effectively limit potential opporhmities
air travel tickets sold and the,costs of for enhanced competiton.
administering this proposal=uld be' The FAA is·proposing·three provisions
particularly useful. to preclude these potentialjy

Long-.term lease or.use.agreemenL· anticompetitive situations. The ·firet
The Jitatule states that"* '" '" r.o p:cojeet would be incorporated into an
carried out through the use of,a fee . applicationIorapprov-al.toimItOse a
'" .. .. may be subject.to ·an.exdusive PF-C to 'finance a project for te1'lminal
long-term lease or use agreementcl"an de:v-elopment, including gates and
air 'Carrier '" '" ..... The statute does not related areas. A public agency w.ould be
define a .specifIC number of years as required, mlder § 158.Z7:(g)(3), to
c6nstitu~ a long-term lease or use descr.i.be ,what factors. if any, :CUIlI'ently
agreement in cOUD.ectinn with 1lhe PFC operate to limit.competiti-en,at ilie
program.:In .connection with.the ,program a.irport, ·the steps ,it llroposes lto ,take rto
established illy section.9109 of the.Act .to foster,increased opportunities for 'air

carrier competitioD in the PFC-financed
facilities, and the "nticip.a.ted.effects of
the .propos.al.

The second and third would .be
incorporated into .one of the assurances
!Assurance number 8 in Appendix 2)
agreed \0by the public agency, also al
fhe fune of application. In Assurance lla,
the public ..gency would egree that it
would not enter ioto any lease
agreement for PFC-financed facili ties.if
.the agreement contains.a "carryover"
provision aIlowing an incumbent carrier
to continue oper:ating on year..to-year
extensions after the original lease has
expired in preference to any potentialIy
competing air carrier that seeks to
negotiate for access to the PFC:financed
facilities.

Finally, in Assurance ab, 8 public
&gency that, ,baving previously entered
into an exclusive lease·or use agreement
with an air carrier for existing facilities
at the airport. DOW oontemplates ',leasi-ng
Pf.C·financed facHities10 that carrier
would be required to incorporate a
safeguard m ,that lease to ensure
competitive access to the airport. This

'provision would 'prevent an incumbent
air canrier from occupyiQg new PFC
financed facili.\ies while und_tilizing
exclusive-use facilities -to which other,
patentialQr cempeting. carriers cann0t
gain access.

The FAA is mindful of the concern
.."pressed QY the 'GAO and in"iles
comments on theisBue of-enslIDing that
air-earrier practices do no! thwant
progress tow.ard the goal of using PfC
financed facilities to enhance airlcaI!l'ier
competition: Commenters are
encoura.ged to suggest 'specific ;m:easures
that mi8ht ·be considered and any
appropriate means by which such
measures could be -instituted.

One-way/rip: The sta.tulefunils1he
number·of times a PFC canlbeimposed
on a p8ssenger fore. "ane-way trip (twn
PFC's) and fora roundlrip!lwo.P.FC's
each:en the ontwarel-bound and.1'eturn
poIltion). However:. the-statute dEfm:es
neither kind of trip.

For mostiourneys, it WJll.be.,s:sy w
classify a trip as one-way or round-:trip.
For comp}e)(itineraries, itJIDay be
difficult w:properly classify theqourney,
and in the oase-of a round1.cip. identify
where the outb<>nndllortinn af.the1rip
ends and tbe.return pontion.begins.
However, the FA>\ does not believ.e th.at
Congress intended this difficulty to
subject passengers on :theseiO~Y8 to
pay an unlimited .,umber df P,fC's.

The proposed r.u1e.addr..ses this
problem based fln a suggestion by'lhe
Aillporl Oper.aton Cauncil International
and A1D:ericBIl ASSOclanon of Airper.l
Execunvesm Despnnse to N:otioe N-o.l9O-
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28. The proposed rule would define a
one-way trip as a flight from an
originating airport to another airport,
including intermediate airports and
carriers where no scheduled layover
between connecting flights exceeds 4
hours. According to the airport groups,
this "4-hour rule" is ODe that the airlines
use when pricing complex travel
itineraries. The proposed rule would
permit no more than two PFC's to be
imposed and collected on each one-way
trip shown on an air travel ticket.

Most readily identifiable one-way
tickets will likely involve a single ooe
way trip as so defined, and only two
PFC's could be imposed. The FAA
anticipates that the instance in which a
true one-way trip would be classified as
two would be very few and would arise
only in the case where infrequent
service between two points produces
scheduled layovers of more than 4
hours. Similal'ly, most "true" round trips
would be classified as two one-way
trips on an air travel ticket and, under
the proposed rule, both the outbound
and return portions would be subject to
a maximum of two PFC·s. Again. the
FAA recognizes that some travelers
(especially business travelers) may be
able to complete their stay at a
destination city and board a return flight
in less than 4 hours.

The initial decision on how many one
way trips are included on a passenger's
air travel ticket would be made at the
time of ticket issuance. Any change in
itinerary that affected the number of
one-way trips would be subject to the
rules on voluntary or involuntary
changes.

The 4-hour rule may not perform
perfectly in the case of all readily
identifiable one-way and round trips.·
The alternative was to attempt 100
percent accuracy in these cases and to
adopt a special rule for "unclassifiable"
unusual itineraries. However, the FAA
was unable to develop a workable
generic rule for these special itineraries.
The FAA solicits comments on whether
a different approach to the limit on
PFC's per trip should be used.

Public agency: This definition of
public agency typically includes cities,
counties, port authorities, States, and
agencies of one or more States. These
kinds of agencies are typically eligible
to receive Federal airport grants. It does
not include private owners of airports
nor public entities that do not control
commercial service airports.
Section 158.5 Authority for Imposition
of PFC's

This section would state the authority
of the Administrator to permit B public
agency to impose a charge on each
revenue passenger enplaned. The charge

can only be $1, $2, or $3, and not
fractional amounts such as $1.50, or
$2.75 or an amount greater than $3. This
charge must be uniform among all of an
airport's passengers. Public agencies,
could not single out B type of operator,

. for instance, air taxis or charter
operators, and charge their passengers a
different amount.

Section 158.7 Exclusivity of Authority
Section 158.7(a) restates the statutory

provision that "no State or political
subdivision or agency thereof which is
not 8 public agency controlling a
commercial service airport shall
prohibit, limit. or regulate the imposition
of fees by the public agency pursuant to.
this subsection, collection of such fees,
or use of revenues derived therefrom."
Section 158.7{b) also restates 2: statutory
limitation.
Section 158.9 Limitation Regarding
Passengers of Air Carriers Receiving
Essential Air Service Compensation

The Act specifically places a
limitation on imposing a PFC on any
passenger on a flight for which EAS
compensation is being paid to an
eligible point. The limitation would not
apply to passengers on unsubsidized
flights, if any, to an eligible point. Also,
il would apply only on flights to the
eligible point, so the public agency could
impose a PFC on passengers enplaning
at an eligible point.

The proposed rule would require the
carrier receiving compensation to notify
its agents and other issuing carriers so
those carriers would know on which
flights passengers were not to be
charged a PFC. The FAA believes this
would be the most efficient way to make
this notification. The proposed rule does
not prescribe 8 notification procedure.
The FAA expects that this information
would be provided by EAS carriers in
the same way that they provide other
information on ticketing and fares to
their agents and interline partners.
Section 158.11 PFC Limitation Per
One-Way Trip

The Act provides that a passenger
cannot be charged "••• on a one-way
trip and on a trip in each direction of a
round trip, after the second enplanement
'* '* ••" This proposed section would
allow PFC's to be collected for only the
first two airports that impose a PFC for
each one-way trip shown on the air
travel ticket.

Section 158.13 Limitation Regarding
Involuntary Change in Itinerary

This section would not allow an
airport to impose a charge on a
passenger who was routed through the
airport because of some change in
itinerary beyond the control of such

passenger. This could occur when an air
carrier routes a flight through a different
airport to avoid bad weather.

Section 158.15 Use of PFC Revenue

This section describes how all PFC
revenue must be used for eligible
projects. PFC revenue in this context
would include interest earned on
revenue while on deposit with the public
agency. (Note that, under proposed
§ 158.67, public agencies would be
required to hold PFC revenue in interest
bearing accounts until needed to pay
project costs. PFC revenue remitted to
public agencies by air carriers and
interest earned on such revenue may be
used only on eligible PFC-financed
projects.) Such revenue can finance the
entire allowable cost of a project or can
serviGe the debt incurred to carry out an
eligible project. The financing costs
associated with issuing a bond, such as
legal fees, and other incidental
expenses, are also eligible. Revenue
could be used to service debt incurred
before PFC authority is granted under
this proposed regulation. but only if
work on the project has not yet
commenced. This limitation is proposed
for two reasons. First, for approval to
collect PFC revenue, the FAA must
determine that the revenue will be used
to finance an eligible project in
accordance with the requirements of the
Act and the pl'oposed regulation.
Second. the purpose of the Act is to
finance new projects, not payoff debt
from earlier completed projects.

As proposed, revenue could not be
used to pay the local share of an AlP
project, although the objectives of both
programs are similar, because to do so
would reduce the total funds potentially
available for airport-related projects.
The proposed regulation would,
however. permit airports to combine
PFC revenue and AlP grant funds to
accomplish an eligible project. In such a
case, the public agency would have to
separately account for the funds so that
the AlP work and funds used could be
tracked independently for audit
purposes. I should be noted, however.
that PFC revenue spent on projects or

. portions of projects would not be
reimbursable under a Federal airport
grant.

The FAA seeks comment from
interested parties on the proposed uses
and limitations on the use of PFC
revenue. Comrnenters are encouraged to
submit qualitative or quantitative
descriptions of the benefits or costs that
may be associated with suggested
changes in the allowable uses of PFC
revenue.
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Section fS8.17 Project Eligibility
The Act clearly states whattypes1>f

projects would be eli.gible for use of PFC
revenue. The proposed regulation
restates the 'StatutOI'Y provisions with
some additional explanation for noise
compatibility prejects and for projects to
construct gates and related ar.eas. Noise
compatibility measures could be the
recommendations contained In a
program developed under 104(c) of the
Aviation Safety and Noise Abatement
Act (ASNAj of"1969 or could be the
result of other analysisihat
demonstrates noise reduction or the
mitigation, reduction, or prevention of
noise impacts to the satisfaction of the
Administrator. A.JlUblic sgency could
demonstrate such effects 'as part of an
airport 'master plan"Of an environmental
study. In most instances some form of
noise exposure map as described·in 1"4
CFR pattl50 would be necessary to
establish the relationship -of noise levels
to the mitigation meaSlJl!e. 'Consistent
with eUgibility<tlllderlhe AlP, mitigation
projects Jileyond ',the Ldn '65 noi.e
contour would:mrt be eligible without
epecifi-c justification.

Gates andIelated areas are proposed
to include both the revenue and
nonrevenue portions of the terminal. The
intent would be to peI'mit FPC revenue
\1.0 be used to buildnew lenninals and
gates and the necessary support
facilities te move passengers and
baggage, such as baggage handling and
mak.e-~p areas. This would exclude
faciJi.ties ,not directly related to the
movement of pass,engers ·and baggage.
such as restaurants. car rental facilities
or other concessions. Eligible facilities
could not be leased on" long-term
basis.

Eligible projects woUld not include
work outside the airport 'boundary,
except noise compatibility prolects. For
instance, PFC revenue could not be used
for highways leading to an airport
unless such highways were on lights-of.
way owned by the airport However,
other facilities on the airport such 8S
road systems or intermodal transit
stations primarily serving airport
passengers could be eligible projects.

Subpar/B

This subpart specifies the prQPosed
procedures to"beiullowed and the
supporting documentation to be
submitted to the FAA by puWic agencies
applying for oauthority to impose" PFC.
Il also describes the procedures and
criteria that would be usedby the FAA
in TelViewing applica·tions to impose a
PFC.

An tmderlying assumption "in
proposing these procedures ·is flIat fhe
pulllic agencies submitting applications

for PFC's wH!, with rare exception, also
be airport sponsors under the Airport
Improvement Pro.gram (AlP). Those
public agencies are generally familiar
with the features of the grant program,
including sponsor and project eligibility.
applicetion procedures, FAA grant
approval and project accomplishment.
In addition, airport sponsors .are
accustomed to early and continued
coordination with FAA Airports offices
on a variety of airport-related matters.

The framework of this well
establishedprO<less, therefore, has been
adopted..s .oe model for PFC
application and approval. Because
imposition of a PFC entail. Federal
appl'Oval,1her.e are a number of
requirements 'that must be satisfied:by a
public'agency and the FAA prior10
approval of an application. The
procedure set forth in the proposed
regulation is intended to minimize the
burden on public agenoy applicant. and
to permit timely-revjew and a decision
within the starotory 120-day limit.

Nevertheless, the FAA aoes not wish
to impose regulatory burdens that are
unnecessary for·the PPC program.
There-fore, the FAA specifica11y invItes
comments.on the assumption 'that PPC
applicants will almost always be
participants in the AlP prQgram.
Comments are also invited on the
suitaliility of the AlP program as a
model for the PPC application and
approval prooess. TIle FAA is especially
in'terestea in comments concerni~ the
utility. -or lack thereof, of particular
provisioDs adapted from the AlP
program.

Section l.58.29 Requirements Prior to
Submission 'Of Application

There are three independent but'
related action. that maybe required
Ylith Tespeet to a project or projects to
be financed with PFC revenue before an
application to impose the PFC ·can be
appraved: Ernrtronroental stucUes18ay
be r"'luired fur both airport-Tela:ted and
noise compatibility projects; airspace
studies would have to be <:ompleted for
airport.related projects18nd, potentially,
for off-.airport noise compatibility
jJl'ojects: and an.airport layout plan
'(ALPl depicting tlIe projeotor pmjects. qf
located on the airport. must·be.approved
by the FAA. JPlanning projects, w,he"ther
for airpolll de~elopmentor noise
compatibility purpo8e8,J8re-excluded
from the requirement for environmental
and airspace studies ·and.an s.pproved
ALP.

These actions may require a
substantial period of time 'to complete. U
initiated-concurrent with t>rw'bsequerrt
to-subniisslon of'an application to
impose a 'PFC, 'there 1S {itHe likelihood

that they would be completed within lbe
120-day time limit foroan FAA decision
with respect Ito the application.
Therefore.~ather than be 'Compelled to
rejecl1lIl applicatinn beclI1lBe critical
aetion. are incomplete, orwl5:iv.e
conditional approvals that:mayJJe
essentially meaningless if environmental
or airspace studies require a substantial
modiliClftion to a jJl'ojec~ ilieFAA
proposes in § 156.231hat a public agency
ensure that any requiredostucUes,
findings or determinations related to the
proposed project be complete prior to
submission ofan application.

There are two aapects of the
enviromnental'Considerations related to
tills NPRM. One, the potential
en-vlronmental impacts resulting: from
adoption at the rule itself, is discussed
later in this preamble. The other, the
potential impacts of'lndividual projects
implemented with PFe revenue. is
di.cussed in the paragraphs
immecUatelyobelow.

The"Council on Envir.onmentalQuality
(CEQ1'regulation'1~OCFR"parts"15()()
"1503j whiCh im]Jlement the National
Environmental Policy Act 0!1969
(NEPA) appear to cover the ty,pe of
Federal approval contemplated 'in this
proposed rule. For example, at 40 CPR
1506.1'6(a1, a Federal action is defmed to
include programs that.are appro:ved;by
Federal agencies and implemented by
others. In addition, 'the regulation
requires, at40 'CFR 1506.7, that a Federal
agency consider the cumulative effects
of a propo.ed actiun and the
consequences of aD:Y -subsequent related
actions, regardless of which par,ty
implements .such..ction.. F.ina.!1y, 40
CFR 1506.25incUcatea that when
considering the ,scope of aFederal
actlon,.cannected actions mustalso.be
considered. A connected action is ·one
that cannot or will not occur if another
actionnas .not occurr.ed before or.at the
same time. \Vhere-a proposed project
woula not be implemented without
fuIother funding made possible by the
Federal approval of a PFC,
implementation-of the PFC project
would be a 'CDIU1ected action .under the
CEQ <egulalion.

Consequently, wi,th regard ·to
deciBions on individual applications to
impose aPFC, .oe FAA has tentatively
.determined that such decisions are
Federal.actions aubject to the
reguiremen18 of NEPA. This
determinationJs based,on the.eJg>licit
linkage between PFC approval and
prcijed implementation in the Act.
including the necessary condition that
'PFC:revenue 'be used for specified
airport-related ur noise, compatibility
projects. Approval of an -.:ppncationio
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impose a PFc, therefore. is inseparably
linked to- implementation of a specific
project.

It should h. ntlt.d thaI detail.d
enviromnenta1811aIysis is no.t ah\!8Y8
requiredt<>satisf)< the NEPA
requirements. The FAA has previously
determined that. barring any
extraordinary circUIDstances-.. noise
compatibility projects and several types
of airport development projects are
normally cafegorically excluded from
the requirement for environmental'
study. Other airport development
projects require an environrriental
assessment (EA) and either a finding of
no significant impact [FONSf) or, if the
EA indicates that impacts may be
significant.. an environmental impact
statement f8Sj.

It is als<>impooant t<>notethat. for'
proj.cts that ""quir. an EA, !he FAA is
required tt) make a finding of lID

significant impactor-te prepare: an EIS
and. reeord of decision.. Under CEQ
regulations, responsibility fol" these'
actions cannot be delegated to &lloeal\
public agency. The procedure set out in
§ 158.23{a} de5€Fibing this process
applies to approval t)f PFC-fi.'1ancecl
projects for &irport-retated developmenf
or for noise compatibility, pro~£t9 ofil
the airport.

The FAA do.s not anticipate that the
NEPA requirements discussed allove
will be noticeably burdensome to public
agencies seeking approvar to impose a
PFC. This is be<:ause Stales and local
governments often require
environmental revi'ew prior to approval
of any locally-implemented pruj.ct. In
sddition, several types of profects are
cat.gorically .xcluded from the NEPA
requirements as discussed above.
Finally, environmentaJ-.reviewis often
completed in conjunction with the FAA
review of a new or revised airport
layout plan. Such review end approval
of an ALP is normally required b.fore a
pubHc agency proceed's with any ntnv
construction on a public: airport,
whetheJ!: or'nm Federar funds are
invon<ed. This is a well $lablisned
procedme and. in the FAA'lJ view,
wou!d entail no new requirements' for
public agencies seeking approval to
impose a PFC. [The airport layout plan
review procedure is more fully
discussed betew.l

Notwithstanding tbe FAA's
preliminaty det.nmination thaI appeoval
of an application to impose a PFC is a
Federal action. under'NEPA. interested
parties-are invited ta provide< their
opposing. views... Any eomments \0'
consider PFC-r.Jaled actions outside the
scope <>f NEPA would be str.ngth.ned
by a rel.vant l.gal analysis, inChldin~
applicable court rulings. Th. FAA ako

invites comments on the view that
NEPA requirements can be: satisfied
witheut any noticeable additional
burden on public agencies.

'the- FAA alser c::ond-ucts airspace.
studies of pxopos'ed projects. on an
8irpert and of other pnojects in the
vicini ty of an airport that exceed. certain
beight limitations. Tire purpose of t.hese
studi.s is to determine the effect.. of the
proposed proi.cts on the safety and
efficiency of the navigable aiespace. The
proposed, pr€lcedwres for ensuring'
completion of airspace studies for PFC
financed'projects'are ••t forth in
§ 158.23{b).

Preliminary airspace studies. of
planned-projects on 8nl airport are
usually, l!:onducted in conjunction with
review of an ALP as described below:.
more detailed airspace studies are often
required when 8 project is imminent and
its dimensions. and orientation are
known. The result of an on-aiJ:pOl!t
airspace study is the approval of a
rev'isedA1.P if the constroctian is'
acceptabl~, with or without B change in
the original proposal, or the disappro.val
of the revised ALP if the proposed
COIl!trnction cannot be made
a"".ptable..

Any party who propOS$ construction.
including a: nvisf! compatibility project..
in the vicinity,- of an airport is required:
und.r 14 CFR part 77 tt) ille' a nt)tic. of
proposedconsrructian with. the FAAif
the project would exceed cerlain hcigli.t
limits. The FAA conducts an obatruction
evaluation study of anl' prop0SaI tbat
exceeds, specified screening. criteria end'
issues its determination: of the effects of
the project on the navigable airspace to
the proponent. Tb. d.termination may
objecl tn the proposal ["objeetionable
deten;tination") 8S a hazard to air
navigation, on it may state that the FAA
doas nol objeel fo the proposal.

The FAA determination is neither an
approval nor disapproval of the
proposal. IT the proponent is a public
agency, lwwev:er. and the projeet is
proposed to. be financed' with PFC
rev,enue•. an objectionable d'etermination
could serve as the basis for disapproval!
of an application to impose .. PFC. n
should be noted that a propos.d PFC
project ofithe air.port for noise'
compatibility is' unlikely' to requiFe an
airl!lpa'ceo study ami even lesa likeJ'y to
result in.an objectionable deternlinatioDl
by the FAA.

The FAA views the need for airspace
studies'to be a cnrrentre'quirement.
whether-oIt'not aPFC program·is.
estabHshedla:adt that it impo5,esna new
burd.n "",pobl,c: agencie... lnt....ted
parties are; invited tD comment on'this
"iew.. however.. and to offer 8~estions
for streamlining tlris proc:....

The third requirement under this
proposed section is the fAA approval of
an airport layout plan. An aiJport
sponsor cunently 8s-sure9, as a
condition of receiving AlP grunt funds,
thaI it will keep up tl> da te an ALP
approved by the FAA. The' ALP depicts
all existingimprovemen1s and facilities
on the airport as well es those proposed
mbe constructed Ol"instaTIed. The
depictions should be in sufficient detail:
to permit the'FM to evaluate th. effect
of any change or alteraHan in the airport
or its facilities with resvect to the safety,
utility or efficiency of any Federal
property-or investment in the nirpert.
Under the proposal, the ALP approval
would extend to orr-airport projects to
be financed v.rith PFC"revenue, as it does
10 nther locally financed proj.cts. and:
all prerequisites would have to b. mel
for FAA approval of an ALP depicting
those projects before arrapplication to
impose a PFG could b. approved.

Under existing prat;::edures, an ALP
that is submitted fo~ FAA review is
evaluated> againsf severa~ £titeria,
inclading th" d.gre. to whicb proposed
improvement3 are in accordance- with
airport design standards, the
environmental impacts of the proposaI~

and the effects of the: cons.t:tructian on
the safe and efficient us.. of navigable
airspac. and th",atrport, AdditiGDaliy,
th. airport layout plan review process
provides an earty awareness of projects.
whicn may eequire relocation of FAA
facilities. As dir.ctedlby FAA. Order
e03lktA FAA. Policy and:Faoility
Relocations Occasimled by Airport
Improvements or Change5. and pllX3Uant
to· AIP grant ""surances; thE public:
ag.ncy is required to pay the eGsts of
such re1ocati'on. Early; coordination of
PPC p!loject9.\ to aHame cElIlSistency with
the. ALP could serve to minimize such
costs fOli puhlicagencies-.

Environmental and airspac. studi$
receive particular attention during the
A!.P'review ptocess" \\I;hetber the'
proposed improvements are to be
accomplished with Federal grant
assistance' or solely wHh nonfederaJ.
funds, inclnding PFC'revenue. An ALP
may be approved unconditiOnally if
these studies. have been completed fol'
all proposed d:e~.lopmenlsh<>wo on· th.
plan, or the AiLP may be approv.d
conditionalIypeGding the completiOn of
mare detailed stodies fur specifi.d'
proj.cts. as des€l'ihed'in the preceding
paragraphs.

In most cases, a' conditional a-pproval
indicates tile need for further,
environmental studieS'. The FAA, in its
AlP approval leifer, notifi.. the airport
spenser of the pFojeds whic:h cannot
proee.d1untll the addftionaI studres are
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complete. All projects not limited by the
conditional approval may proceed at the
will of the sponsor.

As with environmental and airspace
studies. the FAA proposes that review
and approval of an ALP be complete.
with respect to proposed PFC·financed
projects on the airport, prior to the
submission of an application by a public
agency to impose a PFC. The provisions
of § 158.23(c) are intended to summarize
the process for ensuring timely approval
of an ALP when required.

The FAA believes that the
requirements in § 158.23 are necessary
for approval of an application to impose
a PFe. and the procedures set forth
therein are intended to minimize delays
in the epproval process. The FAA
invites comments on the degree to which
the proposed procedures would be a
burden to public agencies, alternatives
to the proposed procedures. and any
alternative means by which the intent of
this section could be achieved.

Section 158.25 Consultation With Air
Carriers and Foreign Air Carriers

The Act states that ". '* • a public
agency shall provide reasonable notice
to and an opportunity for consultation
with air carriers operating at that airport
•••" and that, at 8 minimum, the
public agency must provide written
notice of the project to, and meet with,
air carriers and foreign air carriers
operating at the airport. The Act
specifies that air carriers acknowledge
receipt of notice not later than 30 days
after the notice is issued and that the
public agency conduct a meeting not
later than 45 days after the notice. The
statute further requires that air carriers
certify agreement or disagreement with
the project within 30 days after the
meeting. The Act makes no specific
provision exempting any carrier, foreign
or domestic. from application of this
section or the section regarding
collection and remittance.

The procedures proposed by the FAA
in § 158.25 would require that, to the
extent practicable. all air carriers.
including air taxis, operating at the
airport be notified and consulted.
Reasonable notice in this context is
defined as written notice sent by
registered mail to each air carrier and
foreign ajr carrier regularly operating at
the airport. This may be supplemented
by a public notice in 8 local newspaper
of general circulation. aviation trade
journals. and local airport newsletters.

The FAA recognizes that public
agencies may incur substantial costs
and realize minimal benefits. and that
small air taxi operators could also incur
unreasonable costs, if the final rule were
to extef'd this notification requirement

to all air carriers without exception. For
example, there are over 6,000 on·
demand air taxi firms that meet the
technical definition of an air carrier, but
that are not required to report revenue
passenger enplanements to the
Department of Transportation. Further,
some charter air carriers operating
under 14 eFR part 121 only provide
service to sports teams or air travel
clubs, and may sen-'e many airports
irregularly. Similarly, foreign charter
operators may irregularly serve many
airports.

While it is apparent that some of
these carriers add significantly to the
number of passengers enplaned at
certain airports, it appears that a
substantial number of small air carriers
enplane far fewer than 1,000 passengers
annually. L"'1 addition. an air taxi
operator based at one airport may
operate infrequently at another. making
notification and meaningful consultation
difficult.

The FAA. therefore. invites comments
regarding the extent to which the
notification and consultation
requirements should be applied to all air
carriers under the assumption that even
the smallest air taxis are subject to the
collection, remittance, and record
keeping requirements. or whether there
is some reasonable criterion for
establishing a threshold for application
of the proposed requirements to provide
individual written notice. Comrnenters
are particularly encouraged to provide
estimates of the financial benefits and
costs for public agencies to notify and
consult with such carriers; suggestions
for what constitutes "reasonable" notice
and consultation for a potentially large
number of small air carriers; and the
means by which a public agency can
notify and consult meaningfully with
small air carriers located at other
airports.

Section 158.27 Application
This prop'osed section specifies the

information and documentation,
including an application form depicted
in appendix A and public assurances set
forth in appendix B, that the FAA
believes are reasonably necessary to
evaluate an application to impose a PFC
to finance 8 project. The process is
similar to that already in place for AlP
projects. although the application
materials requested are substantially
less than for a grant.

The FAA is proposing two provisions
related to the timing of the imposition of
a PFC. The first, in paragraph (c). would
require that an application not be
submitted more than a year in advance
of when the PFC charge would begin.
This is intended to ensure that the

conditions prevailing at the time of the
application, and on which the FAA's
evaluation would be based, accurately
reflect the conditions which prevail
when the PPC is actually imposed. The
purpose of paragraph [d), which wo"ld
require work to proceed no later than 2
years after the charge effective date. is
to prevent the imposition of a PFC
substantially ahead of the date by which
the project is expected to begin. This
would help ensure that the project for
which the PFC was approved could
proceed essentially as planned, and
would avoid the build-up of excessive
PFC revenue surpluses.

Other information and documents
requested are self explanatory and
should be readily available to public
agencies. Note that an ALP, project
sketch and airspace determination may
not be required for some projects.

Public agency assurances are
contained in the proposed appendix B.
These are also modeled after sponsor
grant assurances in the AIP. although
the number of assurances has been
reduced substantially. Because PFC
revenue is considered to be nonfederal
funds, a number of requirements related
to the use of Federal funds are not
needed.

The FAA invites comments on the
extent to which these requirements may
be redundant or unnecessary and
suggestions for simplifying and
streamlining the application package.
Commenters are also encouraged to
suggest other methods for ensuring that
the record on which FAA bases its
decision is adequate to satisfy the intent
of the Act.
Section 158.29 Review and Approval
Process

This section details the steps that
would occur between the filing of an
application and the Administrator's final
decision. This level of detail is intended
to ensure that all parties (public
agencies, carriers an the traveling
public) understand the procedures to be
followed by the FAA and that they
know what is expected of them and the
FAA, including the time allowed for
each step of the review and approval
process.

The first step is to determine whether
the application is substantially
complete. This is needed to address the
120-day deadline for the Administrator's
decision. If the rule does not provide for
the Administrator to suspend processing
of incomplete applications. operation of
the statutory deadline could force the
Administrator to rule on the merits of
the application without adequate
information.
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The proposed rule would provide 30'
days for the Administrator to decide
whether or not the application is.
substantially complet". To be
substantially eomplete. an application
would not need' to be "letter perfect."
The FAA has no intention of using. minor
defects to justify unne.cessary delay in
review and approval of a· PFC
application. An application would be
considered· substantially complete if the
information is sufficient to allow the
Administcator to decide if a proposed
project is eligible for PFC financing. that
its environmental impacts" if any, are
disclosed. that the projeet will nol
derogate the safety, efficiency, or
capadty of the airport or the national
airspace system; and that the. projected
PFC revenue does not exceed the
amount necessary to fina.ru:e the project.

U an ap.plication is substantially
complete. the process for revie.w would
be straignt·ferward. The Administrator
would publish a notice in the Federal
Register thai oriefl,\' outlines the proj~ct

and requests public comment The
Federal Register notice procedure is
intended to satisfy the statute's
requirement that the· Administrator
provide notice and opportunity for
comment before deciding an. application.

The AdIninistrator would provide a
copy of the notice to the public agency.
which would be required to make it,
along with a copy of the application and
supportiIlg'material's. availabte for
public inspection upon request at the
airport where the proposed.PFC'would
be hnposed. At the public agency'.
option. itmaypubli.h.a copy of the
notice in a local newspaper. Newspaper
publication would not be required, bur
the FAA would encourage this fonn of
notification to enhance local citizens'
awareness of the- application and of the
opportunity to provide comments to the
FAA.

Proposed' § 15lt.29[el would reCjllire.
comments to be filed not later than 3CJ
days after the nolfce is publisned in the
FederafRegister: To avoid confusion,
the proposed role wouht al'so pennit
carriers to resubmit, as conurrents to the.
FAA, thei'r'written comments fn the
local consultation process. Carriers
would not be required' to do sO'.
however.

Proposed § 158:29[£1 woutd authorize
the Administrator to request additional
information if it is necessary. While the
FAA does not expect this:prov:ision to
be used often. it was incruaea irr the
proposed' rote to xeduce the rfsk of
uncertainty and of dispufes. between the
FAA and public agencies as indiVIdual
PFC applications are reviewe.d'NA
request fur additional' informatfoItunder
this parngrapli would nol change the

statulory deadline for the
Adminis tr.a tor's- decision.

After reviewing the application,
comments, and any other information
obtained as outlined above, the
Adminim-ator would issue a final
decision wit!iin 120 day. after' the
substantiallY' complete application was
filed. Propo.1'd f 158.29(g) would .pecify
the sra~dards fer app,oval ofa PFC
application, based en the requirements
oE the slatule.

For an incomplete application, the
decision process would iny,olve more
steps. The FAA. however. has lEied t(}
de·1lelop a process. that minimizes. the
burden on local airport operators. and
that reduces the potential for delay in
processing. the application at the- Federal
level.

Under proposed §·158.29(c)[l). the
Administrator woul'd fir.t notify the
public ag,ency that its application is not
.ubstantially complete and li.t the
information necessary for a complete
application. AI this .Iag~. the
application WQuld not be dismissed or
rejected. but held' in abeyance by the
Adininistrator. Tlu! publi<: agency would
have 15 days to notify the Administrator
that it intends to supplement the
application or thaUtw:ishes the
Adrr.infstrator to make a decision based
on the appli'catfon as originally
submitted.

Tne FAA considered the option of
dismissing incomptere app!ications
outright. bul believes that it would be
less burdensome on public- ag~cies to
file a supplement to their application
than to refile an entirely Dew
application. Also. Ihe FAA determined
that a public ag~ncy should have the
option of seeking a decision on the
merils of such incomplete applications
without filingfirrther .upplements. In
this· regard.. the- IS-day. time- limit is not
the time limit for a public.agency·to file
a· SlIpplement. All that is required is th..t
th",pubic agency decide' whether itwil'l'
file 8 supplement-and sQ'sdvise-the
FAA. This 15-day time limit is· necessary
to allow the FAA 10 decide themerit"of
an unsupplemented applIcation under
tlie 120'd'ay time limit.

If the publiC a8.enc.y ad.•ises thai it
will not supplement an application, the
Federar Register. no.tice and comment
praceaures outlined ill connection with.
.ubst'antially complela applications
woula be followed. After a review of the
full re<ora. the. Administrator wowd
issue a final decision within.l20 days of
Iha da.t", t1>e application was flrst
received in the FAA Airports officen

ApplicatioIlA that are not .ubslantiallJl
complete will bed""ided,on thei...
individual merits.. However. only;.
applications witli significantsubstantiMe

omissions woufd be- classified as not
substantially complete_ It is. therefore.
anticipated that most such applications.
if not suppl'2'mented. would be. denied on
the meritS".

If the puolic agency decides 10
supplement its application, no further
action would be taken until a
supplemenl is med. At that point. the
Administrator would review the
completeness of the application as
suppfumented within 30 days after
receipt. If the suppl'emented application
is" substantially compfete" the notice and.
comment procedures outlined' eaTlier
would be followed before the
Administrator issued a fina~ decision.
The 120-day deadline wculd run from
the day FAA Airports offfce received
the supplement to the application_ A
request for. further infarmation after
comments are received unde1l paragraph
§ 158.29{f) would not change the
statutory deadline..

If the supplemented, application i. stilt
not substantially complete. the
Administrator would advise the public
agency and provide an opportunity for a.
furthe....upplement. foll'owing the
precedure:s, outlined above. In theory,
this process could be: repeated a: number.
of times untU the publrc- agencylS"
application was substantially complete
or the public agency chose not to. file.
any further supplements. In practice.
however. the FAA Airport. office would
work closely with the public agency to
help assure Ihat the first supplement
produces a suBstantiany· complete
applicatien in most instances.

In any event. once the- Administrator
determined lhat nu fnrther-supplemenls
would be received the notice and
comment procedure.. would be followed.
'Fhe'Administrator's final decision
would be due 120 days after receipl of
the la.t supplementfi'1'ed by·th" public.
agencyunae...proposed· §, 158.29fcJl4J~
and a- request for supplemental
infonnatfon uncle. § 158.29[f) would not

. aIter the statutory deadline for d'ecision.
Section.15/J.31 Amendment. of
Appro~edPFC
Th~FAA e"pect" that public agencies:

may from time- to time. need to revise a
project's scope of wo:rk, it3 cost. Ot: the
PFC expiration date-. l'his: section
proposes that: such amendments be
evaluated in an abbreviatedprocediu:e if
the change. ia miniiual, and that a more
thorough procedure, inelnding additional'
air carrier eonswta-tion, be followed if
Ihe change is .ub.tantiah. One proposed
criterion for separating requested
amendments· intQ"1 tlie two categories is
an increase ofi:rS-peJl'£entmrmore inPFC
revenue to. becollected.. OtIrer change.
in the' pl'Ojeet that.would alter its
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original scope or character would also
require the more detailed procedure.

A decision regarding approval of a
minor amendment would ordinarily be
issued within 30 days of receipt by the
Administrator. A significant amendment
would be reviewed and a decision
rendered within the lZO-day limit
applicable to original applications.

Interested parties are invited to
comment on the adequacy of the
proposed amendment procedures. The
FAA is particularly interested in other
criteria that could be used to categorize
such requests. Commenters are
encouraged to suggest alternatives that
provide satisfactory notice and
opportunity for comment to air carriers
in the event of a major change in the
project.

Section 158.33 Duration of Authority
To Impose a PFC

The FAA believes that this proposed
section is self-explanatory. Note,
however. that the authority to impose a
PGC would terminate if the puhlic
agency is found by the Administrator to
have violated section 9304(e) of the
Airport Noise and Capacity Act of 1990.
This provision is required by the terms
of section 9304{e). Future rulemaking
pursuant to section 9304(e) will set forth
the procedures for notice and
termination of 8 PFC upon such a
finding.

Section 158.35 Use of Excess PFC
Revenue

Public agencies may, from time to
time, complete PFC projects and
terminate collection of the PFC as
planned and find that excess funds have
beer. collected or that interest accrued
on the funds while on deposit have
generated an unanticipated excess. Such
an occurrence is to be distinguished
from that in which the Administrator
makes a determination under subpart E
that revenue collected from a PFC is
excessive or is not being used as
approved.

The FAA has proposed that such
funds be retained and accounted for by
the public agency and be used on future
projects that are eligible under § 158.17
after consultation with the
Administrator. The proposed rule is
designed to reduce the chance of
inadvertent excess collections and to
limit the amounts that would be
accumulated before collection stops.
Public agencies would not be allowed to
use such funds for operating or
maintenance costs.

Interested parties are invited to
submit their views with respect to other
allowable uses for excess PFC revenue

. that arises in these circumstances.
Comments should address costs and

benefits that may accrue to the airport
or airway systems as a result of such
use.

Subpart C
Subpart C proposes requirements for

providing notice of the imposition of
PFC's, and for collecting. handling and
remitting PFC's. This subpart was
designed to allow as much flexibility as
possible to the public agencies and the
air carriers and foreign air carriers while
still maintaining adequate protection for
each party involved.
Section 158.43 Public Agency
Notification to ~4ir Carriers and Foreign
Air Carriers

Each public agency authorized by the
Administrator to impose a PFC would be
required to give written notice to air
carriers and foreign air carriers
operating at its airport of the
requirement to collect the ppc. Carriers
would be responsible for notifying their
agents, including other issuing carriers,
oj the PFC and of any requirements
associated with the ppc. Public agencies
are in the best position to communicate
with the scheduled and unscheduled air
carriers and foreign air carriers that
operate at its airport.

'The proposed effective date of the
PFC would be no sooner than 30 days
after notification to the air carriers and
foreign air carriers. This would allow
such carriers adequate time to notify
agents, make appropriate adjustments in
fare structuring, software and database
programming and establish necessary
accounting records. Because carriers are
now able to make fare changes
throughout the month, the FAA believes
that public agencies should have
flexibility to permit PFC collection to
begin after appropriate notice to air
carriers and foreign air carriers rather
than only on specific days of the month,
e.g., the first or fifteenth. Public agencies
and carriers are encouraged to discuss
and arrive at mutually convenient
charge effective dates.

Section 158.45 Collection of PFC's
Once notified, an issuing carrier, or its

agent, would be required to collect a
PFC on all air travel tickets sold on or
after the charge effective date for all
passengers enplaned at the airport. Air
travel tickets would be required to show
the PFC imposed a1 each airport and the
total PFC paid by the passenger. As
required by statute, no PFC's would be
collected after the passenger has paid
two charges on a one·way trip. No PFC
would be collected when the passenger
is being provided air service for which
essential air service (EAS)
compensation is being paid and the
passenger is flying to an EAS eligible

point. or if a passenger's travel to the
airport charging a PFC is because a
carrier or its agent has made an
involuntary change in the passenger's
itinerary. In the laUer case. the PFC
would be paid as originally specified on
the ticket. The issuing carrier or its
agent is responsible for collecting the
PFC and may not issue tickets unless the
appropriate PFC is collected.

Under the proposal, all PFC's would
be collected and remitted by the issuing
carrier as noted on the ticket. This
would eliminate the need for interline
settlement of PFC's. The FAA believes
that interline settlements would be more
cumbersome for the air carriers and
foreign air carriers than requiring issuing
carriers to account for charges collected
from passengers other than their own.
When the carrier identified as the
issuing carrier on the ticket is not the
carrier that enplanes the passenger at
the airport imposing the PPC, the issuing
carrier would be treated as the agent of
the enplaning carrier. Travel agents
would also be agents ofthe enplaning
carrier.

Section 158.47 Handling of PFC's
Each air carrier and foreign air carrier

responsible for collecting PFC's would
be required to account for PPC charges
separately in accordance with Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles.

Section 158.49 Remittance of PFC's

The Act requires that PFC revenue be
promptly paid to the public agency by
air carriers and foreign air carriers, less
a uniform amount determined by the
Secretary as reflecting average
necessary and reasonable expenses
incurred in collection and handling of
fees. The rule proposes that revenue
collected by the issuing carrier or its
agent within the first 15 days of a month
would be remitted to the public agency
by the 15th day of the following month.
Revenue collected within the second
half of the month would be remitted by
the end of the following month. Air
carriers would thus be allowed to retain
PFC revenue for a maximum of 45 days.
The FAA seeks comment on the
frequency of remittance to public
agencies.

Section 158.51 Collection
Compensation

Under the proposal, the issuing carrier
collecting the PFC would be entitled to
retain any interest it may earn on PFC
revenue from the time of collection to
the time of disbursement as a service fee
for collecting, handling, disbursing and
auditing. Data on the administrative
costs of collecting other existing fees
submitted by air carriers in response to
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Notice No. ~28 was not sufficient to
formulate a method of compensation
based on such costs.

In lieu of a cost-based methodology
for calculating air carrier compensation,
the FAA is proposing to allow air
carriers the use of the "float" as
compensation to accomplish the
statutory directive that air carriers
receive compensation for collecting and
handling PFC's. For instance. under the
remittance schedule in the proposed
rule, carriers would hold PFC revenue
for an average of approximately 36 days.
If interest were accrued at 10 percent
.per year and all revenue were collected
in the form of $3 PFC's, the interjlst
earned by a carrier would be about 3
cents per PFC collected.

Allowing an issuing air carrier to
retain the interest gained on the revenue
between collection and disbursement
appears to be the most straightforward,
would provide a carrier with maximum
flexibility in managing the funds and
would minimize specific Federal
regulation of the funds. The FAA seeks
comments on this method of establishing
the service fee and on the period of time
the air carrier would retain the revenue
before disbursement to the public
agency. In particular, the FAA would
need to know how it could determine
what expenses are necessary and what
fees are reasonable. Proponents of a
specific fee level should be prepared to
explain the costs (especially
administrative costs) and benefits of
such an approach to the carriers and to
public agencies.

In addition, tbe FAA believes that
there may be one-time startup costs for
air carriers when a public agency first
imposes a PFC. Interested parties are,
therefore. invited to suggest other means
of compensation to cover such startup
costs for air carriers. consistent with the
requirement in the statute that the
compensation reflect the "average
necessary and reasonable" costs of
collection. It may be possible, for
example, to authorize a longer float at
each airport for a limited period of time
after the public agency initiates the PFC.
Commenters are encouraged to provide
any actual or estimated cost data
related to the collection, handling and
remittance of similar charges.

SubpartD

This subpart proposes requirements
for reporting. recordkeeping and
auditing by the issuing carrier and the
public agency.

Section 158.63 Reporting
Requirements: Public Agency

The proposed reporting requirements
Bre considered the minimum needed to

allow the Department of Transportation
to fulfill its auditing responsibilities.
None of the reports are of a recurring
nature. Instead, they are reports of
milestones indicating when a project
begins, advance notice of project
completion, and when PFC revenue
totals 90 percent of the approved
amounts. It is also proposed that notice
be given when there are substantial
deviations in the approved project.
These particular reports are intended to
minimize the likelihood that a public
agency will collect excess PFC revenue.
They could also signal that a public
agency needs to amend its PFC
collection and such reports could be
submitted in conjunction with an
amendment request.

Interested parties are invited to
suggest alternative means to avoid the
accumulation, by either collection or
accrual of interest on deposits, of excess
PFC revenue as well as suggestions for
additional or less reporting
requirements. Commenters are
encouraged to provide any data on the
cost or burden related to such
suggestions.

Section 158.65 Reporting
.Requirements: Issuing Carrier

Issuing carriers collecting PFC's
would be required to file quarterly
reports to a public agency providing an
accounting of funds collected and
disbursed to the public agency, unless
an alternative schedule is agreed to by
the issuing carrier and the public
agency. This is consistent with the
required frequency of reporting
collections of the passenger ticket tax
collected by air carriers. As proposed,
reports would include specific
information, such as the total number of
passengers enplaned for the period. the
number enplaned who were exempt
from collection under this regulation, the
number who purchased tickets prior to
the imposition of the PFC, and PFC
revenue collected and remitted to the
public agency but subsequently
refunded to passengers by the air carrier
or foreign air carrier. As proposed. the
reports would be required to specify the
enplaning carrier and to be filed by the
last day of the month following the
calendar quarter or other period agreed
to by the issuing carrier and public
agency for which funds were collected.
For example, a report covering the
months of January, February, and March
would be due on or before April 30. The
FAA seeks comment on these reporting
requirements for both public agencies
and issuing carriers and in particular
whetber the level of detail and
frequency are appropriate. Comment is
also invited on whether the information

that would be provided to public
agencies by the proposed quarterly air
carrier reports would be adequate if
submitted only annually in conjunction
with the report discussed below under
§ 158.69.

Section 158.67 Recordkeeping and
Auditing: Public Agency

A public agency imposing a PFC
would be required to establish and
maintain an accounting record in
accordance with Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles for all approved
projects from the time collection begins
for the PFC until the time all funds are
expended. Each public agency would be
required to provide for an independent
audit annually of each project financed
with PFC revenue. A copy of the audit
would be provided on request to each
issuing carrier disbursing PFC revenue
to the public agency and to the
Administrator.

Section 158.69 Recordkeeping and
Auditing: Issuing Carriers

Issuing carriers would also be
required to establish and maintain an
accounting record of PFC revenue
collected in accordance with Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles and to
provide for an independent audit of all
PFC accounts anoually. A copy of the
audit would be provided on request to
the public agency for which the PFC
revenue was collected and to the
Administrator.

Section 158.71 Federal Reeordkeeping
and Auditing Oversight

Pursuant to the Act, in addition to the
independent audits, the NPRM would
also authorize the Administrator to
periodically audit and review the use of
revenue by a public agency to ensure
compliance with the requirements of this
regulation and the Act.

Under the tenns of the statute, and as
reflected in the NPRM, the collecting,
handling, and reporting requirements
apply to all air carriers including the
smallest charter carriers and on-demand
air taxis. The FAA seeks comment, and
the basis for any proposals, on whether
the proposed requirements for
collecting, handling, disbursing and
auditing should be applied equally to all
air carriers, including non-scheduled
carriers such as charter operators and
on-demand air taxis, at an airport
imposing a PFC. For example, an air
carrier or foreign air carrier enplaning 10
passengers a month would collect a
maximum of $30 a month. Commenters
are urged to focus on the cost to collect,
disburse, and audit PFC revenue and the
degree to which such costs may exceed
the amount of funds collected.
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If the final rule limits the issuing
carriers required to collect PFC's.
options could include: (1) Limiting
collection to carriers carrying more than
a specified number of passengers; (2)
limiting collection to certain categories
of carriers; (3) reducing the regulatory
requirements for Borne carriers; or (4)
allowing small non-scheduled carriers
and the public agency to negotiate
mutually agreeable requirements.

Based on the terms of the sta.tute, the
proposals for collecting, handling,
disbursing and auditing in tbis NPRM
would also apply equally to all foreign
air carriers affected by the law. In
response to Notice No. 90-28. the
International Air Transport Association
advised that several countries prohibit
the collection within their territories of
taxes or fees imposed by other
countries. Foreign air carriers. however.
are currently collecting and disbursing a
number of taxes or fees, including the 8
percent ticket tax and $6 international
passenger departure tax, customs user
fees and immigration user fees. At this
point. therefore, we do not anticipate an
exclusion of foreign air carriers from the
requirement to collect PFC·s.
Nevertheless, the FAA seeks comments
on whether there should be different
requi~ements for foreign carriers. or for
thos~ foreign carriers with limited U.S.
salC$. Alternative options with regard to
for~ign air carriers include, among
others: (1) Umiting collection required to
those carriers carrying more than a
specified number of passengers; (2)
reducing regulatory accounting,
reporting, and remitting requirements; or
(3) allowing foreign carriers and the
public agency to agree to specific
requirements.

SubpartE
Subpart E addresses termination for

cause. The Act provides that. to the
extent the Secretary determines that
revenues are not being used in
accordance wi th this regula,tion, the
authority to impose a PFC may be
terminated. The Act also provides that
the Secretary may set off such amounts
otherwise payable to the public agency
under AlP as may be necessary to
ensure compliance with this regulation.

Section 158.83 Tel~jnation of
Authority To Impose PFC's

If a problem is discovered during the
audit or review described in subpart D.
the Administrator would first enter into
an informal resolution with the public
agency. and any other affected party.
The FAA expects informal resolution to
be sufficient in almost all cases.

If informal resolution is not reached.
the Admini3trator would begin action to

tenninate PFC authority by publishing a
notice in the Federal Register. The
notice would describe the reasons for
the proposed termination, would ask for
comments, and would offer the public
agency the opportunity to request a
hearing. The notice would also describe
corrective actions to forestall
tennination and would give the public
agency 30 days to take such action or
agree to do so. The proposed period for
any comments. including those from the
public agency, is 30 days after the notice
date. During this period, the public
agency's authority to impose the PFC
would continue. If the agency took
corrective action. the termination action
would be witbdrawn.

Under the proposal, if the public
agency requested 8 hearing. no final
decision would be made by the
Administrator until after the public
hearing. The decision in a termination
proceeding could be to terminate in
whole or in part the authority to impose
a PFC or to allow full continued
authority. Authority would only be
tenninated if PFC revenue is not being
used in accordance with this regulation
or section 1113(e) of the FAA Act [49
U.S.C. App. 1513J.

The Administrator would publish a
notice in the Federal Register advising
of the termination action and would also
notify all air carriers and foreign air
carriers operating at the airport. A copy
of the notice would be provided to the
public agency. The carriers that were
notified would be responsible for
tenninating or modifying PPC collection
no later than 30 days after the date of
notification by the FAA. To establish
which carriers must be notified, the
proposed rule would require public
agencies, within 10 days of the date of
the termination notice in the Federal
Register, to provide the FAA a list of
carriers operating at the airport. This
would include air carriers, foreign air
carriers, and all issuing carriers that
have collected PFC revenue at the
airport in the preceding 12 months.

The Administrator would terminate
PFC authority only after all other
recourse is considered. However, the
possibility of such a termination could
potentially affect the marketability of
bonds and interest rates paid by public
agencies when a PFC is a source of
revenue to finance a bond issue. The
FAA seeks comment on appropriate
ways to minimize any potential
disruption in the market for airport
bonds.

Section 158.85 Loss of Federal Airport
Grant Funds

Under the proposal, if the
Administrator determines that a PFC

imposed by a public agency is excessive
or that revenue derived from the PFC is
not being used in accordance with this
regulation or the Act, the Administrator
may also reduce AlP funds by the
amount collected in excess of approved
amounts or not used in accordance with
this regulation or the Act. This provision
in the proposed rule implements section
9110(12)[cJ of the Act.

SubportF

Proposed subpart F explains the
circumstances under which funds
apportioned under the Airport
Improvement Program would be reduced
to public agencies that control certain
airports and that imDose a PFC, and the
procedure for implementing such
reductions.

Section 158.93 Public Agencies Subject
to Reduction

Under section 9111 of the Act. funds
apportioned under section 507(a)(1J of
the Airport and Airway hnprovement
Act of 1982, as amended, based on
passenger enplanements (not cargo
landed weight) will be reduced at
commercial service airports which
impose a PFC and enplane 0.25 percent
or more of total annual enplanements in
the United States (large and medium
hubs). There are currently 71 airports in
this category. Apportionments for all
other commercial service airports would
not be reduced under this provision.

The proposed regulation would reduce
the apportionment on an airport-by
airport basis rather than on the amount
apportioned to a public agency for all
airports controlled by the agency. If a
public agency controls more than one
airport, the reduction in apportionment
would be calculated for each airport
separately. The FAA is proposing the
selected approach because
apportionments are calculated based on
passenger enplanements'on an
individual airport basis.

Section 158.95 Implementation of
Reduction

The proposed rule would reduce
apportionments at large and medium
bubs in the fiscal year following the date
of PFC application approval. The
apportionment in the fiscal year of
approval would not be reduced. This
approach was chosen for ease of
administration by public agencies and
L"e FAA. Anotber approach would be to
prorate the amount of reduction based
on the percentage of days remaining in
the fiscal year after application
approval. This could require adjustment
of AlP multi-year grants including
changes in grant work scope, and
produce a constantly fluctuating small
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airport fund under section 9112(d) of the
Act. However. the disadvantage to the
selected approach is that public
agencies could try to time PFC
application approval early in the fiscal
year, thus retaining all apportioned
funds and receiving PFC revenue for
most of the fiscal year. The FAA seeks
comments on timing of apportionment
reductions.

The amount of the reduction would
equal 50 percent of the PFC revenue
forecast for the fiscal year, except the
maximum reduction would not exceed
50 percent of the amount otherwise
apportioned based on passenger
enplanements. A public agency would
not lose more than one-half of its
expected apportioned funds. The
reduction in apportioned funds would be
calculated at the beginning of each
fiscal year based on projected PFC
revenue for the year. Projected revenue
could be based on an annual submission
by the public agency or by simply
multiplying the PFC level ($1. $2 or $3)
by the enpJanements used for
calculating AlP apportionments. The
annual calculation of AlP apportioned
amounts would reflect the reductions
caused by PFC revenue. Comments are
invited on this and other methods that
may be used to calculate such
reCluctions.

The proposed regulation would
provide for adjustments in reductions to
reflect actual results should forecasts
prove inaccurate or should the charge
expiration date change. The adjustment
would occur in the apportionment
calculation for the follOWing year,
except that the total reduction would
not exceed 50 percent of the otherwise
apportioned amounts.

Application of Department Policy on
Price Advertising

Department of Transportation policy
statements on airline economic activity
specifically address airline price
advertising. Under 14 CFR 399.84. the
Department considers it to be an unfair
or deceptive practice for any airline
advertising to state a price for air
transportation, unless the stated price is
the entire price to be paid by the
passenger. The advertising of prices for
air travel that may be subject to PFC's
appears to fall within the scope of this
policy statement.

In 1985. tbe Department. by order.
exempted carriers from the policy with
respect to the 8 percent ticket tax and $6
international passenger departure
charge. The exemption permitted air
carriers to advertise an air fare price net
of these charges so long as the charges
were separately stated in the
advertising. As the number of Federal

user charges and locally imposed fees
on airline passengers grew, the
Department, through successive orders,
expanded and clarified its 1985
exemption. The most recent order, Order
88-8-2. was declared i..·1Valid in Alaska
v. Department of Transportation, 868
F.2d 441 (DC Cir. 1989). on the grounds
that the Department had engaged in
substantive rulemaking without
providing notice and opportunity for
comment. The Department has not
finished its rulemaking proceeding to
amend the policy statement.

Pending completion of that
rulemaking, however, under the Alaska
decision, supra. the policy statement
appears to require that advertised
airline prices include any PFC's that
might be collected. Such a requirement
would make price advertising very
difficult and potentially costly and
confusing. A round-trip between the
same origin and destination points could
have at least three different prices (and
possibly more), depending on whether a
carrier offered a choice of direct
routings and routings over alternate
intermediate connecting points with
different PFC amounts. If a PFC varied
with the time of day, the passenger's
ultimate cost could also vary with the
time of departure from an originating
airport or, for that matter, from an
intermediate point.

To allevia te this problem. the
Department tentatively has decided to
allow carriers to state separately that
"up to $12 per round trip in local airport
charges may be collected in addition to
the advertised price" in order to satisfy
14 CFR 399.84. Comments are invited on
the Department's tentative resolution of
this issue.

Pap~rwork Reduction Act
The recordkeeping and reporting

requirements contained in this proposal
bave been submitted to Office of
Management and Budget for review.
Comments on the requirements should
be submitted to tbe Office of
Information and Regulatory Affairs,
New Executive Office Building, room
3208. Washington. DC 20503; Attention:
FAA Desk Officer (Telephone (202) 395
7340). A copy should be submitted to the
FAA docket.

Environmental Issues
Congress directed the Secretary to

promulgate final rules for
implementation of the PFC program
)oVithin 180 days after enactment of the
PFC legislation. The rule would have
nationwide application and the
environmental consequences of PFC
funded projects could vary substantially
from airport to airport. I,n FAA's view,

the lBO-day time limit is far too short for
the FAA to prepare an environmental
assessment, obtain public comments,
prepare a full environmental impact
statement if adoption of the PFC rule
were found to have a potential for
significant impact on the quality of the
human environment, and to engage in
notice and comment rulemaking to
produce a completed final rule.

In addition. it should be noted that the
statute authorizes local imposition of
PFC·s. subject to Federal approval. The
proposed regulations would not
themselves authorize or cause any PFC
to be collected or cause a PFC project to
be started, let along completed. Rather,
they would merely establisb procedures
governing FAA approval and local
implementation of approved PFC
projects.

The environmental consequences, if
any, from this regulation would seem to
be those associated with specific
projects and not with the adoption of
procedural requirements for Federal
approval and local implementation of
projects. A PFC·financed project can be
implemented only after FAA approval of
an application to impose a PFC for a
specific project. FAA approval of such
applications, therefore, would include
appropriate environmental review of
individual projects under the provisions
of proposed subpart B, as discussed
above.

At this time, the FAA has tentatively
concluded that Congress by setting a
statutory limit on the length of the
rulemaking process, did not intend the
adoption of procedural regulations for
implementing the PFC program to
require the full environmental review
procedures called for in the National
Environmental Policy Act. Additionally,
the FAA is of the view that the adoption
of these procedural rules will not
significantly affect the quality of the
human environment or set in motion
actions that would not otherwise be
governed by the applicable
environmental review requirements.
Rather. it is believed that any potential
environmental impacts resulting from
projects financed with revenue derived
from a PFC will be fully disclosed in
connection with the review of an
application to impose such PFC.

Nevertheless. the FAA wishes to fully
consider the potential environmental
consequences of the proposed regulation
and invites public comment on any
associated environmental issues. The
FAA intends to prepare a final
environmental assessment of the
proposed PFC regulation and will
consider all substantive comments
before deciding whether to approve l:l
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finding of no significant impact or to
prepare an environmental impact
statement.

Regulatory Evaluation Summary

This summary discusses the
anticipated benefits and costs
associated with implementing the Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) which
is based on section 9110 of the Airport
Safety and Capacity Expansion Act of
1990 (the Act). The preliminary
regulatory evaluation prepared by the
FAA provides more detail on the
economic consequences of this
regulatory action. In addition to a
summary of the preliminary regulatory
evaluation; this summary also contains
the initial regulatory flexibility
determination required by the
Regulatory Flexibility Act and an
International Trade Impact assessment.
It is available for review in the docket.

Executive Order 12291. dated
February 17, 1981, directs Federal
agencies to promulgate new regulations
or modify existing regulations only if
potential benefits to society for each
regulatory change outweigh potential
costs. The order also requires the
preparation of a regulatory impact
analysis of all "major" rules except
those responding to emergency
situations or other narrowly defined
exigencies. A "major" rule is one that is
likely to result in an effect on the
economy of $100 million or more; a
major increase in costs or prices for
consumers or for individual industries,
government entities, or regions; or a
significant adverse effect on
competition, employment. or other
signficiant detenninants of economic
growth.

Under the Act. the Administrator is
authorized to approve applications by
public agencies to impose PFC's. The
Federal government has discretion only
over the procedures governing the
application for and approval of PFC
authority and the collection, handling,
and use of PFC revenue. In addition,
PFC revenue will be generated only as a
consequence of a State or local initiative
to impose a PFC. Finally, all such
revenue accrues to the public agencies,
not th.e Federal government. Therefore,
although the total annual revenue raised
by passenger facility charges [PFC's)
could easily exceed the $100 million per
year threshold, the FAA, for the reasons
noted above has tentatively determined
that this rule is not "mejor" as defined
in the executive order. Consequently,
the requirement of the Act is satisfied by
a regulatory evaluation, rather than a
full regulatory impact analysis.

There appears to be some discretion
allowed in determining the categories of

air carriers that will be required to
collect, handle. remit, and report PFC's.
The FAA is soliciting comment on the
appropriateness of requiring all
categories of air carriers to handle
PFC's. This issue will be resolved only
after receipt of information from the
public in response to this NPRM.
Therefore, a more complete analysis will
be prepared later.

Benefits and Gosts ofPFG-Funded
Projects

This evaluation examines the impact
of a notice of proposed rulemaking
(NPRM) that provides rules under which
the FAA would allow public agencies
that control airports to impose PFC's.
The proposed rule would require that
the air carriers collect these charges and
remit them to public agencies that
control commercial service airports. PFC
revenue may be used to fund
investments in various types of eligible
projects.

A recent survey of airports indicated
that total public spending on capital
improvements. including items not
eligible for Federal aid, was $4.5 billion
in 1989. (The FAA and others have
estimated that future investment needs
for airport expansion, including work
not eligible for Federal grants, will
continue at that level or more for the
next 5 to 10 yearsJ PPC revenue of $I
billion per year could, therefore. finance
20 to 25 percent more in airport capital
investment. The benefits and costs of
these projects are discussed below.

Capacity expansion. A major purpose
for which PFC revenc.e may be used is
the expansion of airport capacity on
both airside and landsid2. Such
investments can be expected to reduce
airport delays. Some iudication of the
magnitude of the potential savings can
be derived by noting that, for 1987, the
total airside delay costs associated with
the 100 largest airports in the U.S. have
been estimated to be on the order of $11
billion. Landside delays. including those
associated with on-airport roads and
terminals would add significantly to the
total of airport-related delays that were
experienced.

A significant investment of PFC
revenue for capacity expansion can be
assumed to reduce airport·associated
delay time. The benefits of capacity
expansion vary with specific projects,
but computer simulations for airport
capacity planners have consistently
shown very favorable benefit to cost
ratios for major projects such as new
runways. For example, if 20 percent of
the estimated airport investments (about
$1 billion per year) were to reduce
passenger airport delays by 10 percent,
the value of time savings would be

about $1.1 billion per year and tbe PFC
funded projects would yield benefits in
excess of costs. Further, it is likely that
tbe delay reductions from funding 20
percent of the desired investments
would be in excess of 10 percent of
current delays for two reasons. (1)
Airport operators would have an
incentive to make the best use of their
new revenue by selecting as their
investments the projects that have the
greatest incremental benefits for the
funds spent. (2) A large amount of this
development will probably occur at the
busiest airports. which are also the most
congested and in greatest need of
expansion.

Noise mitigation. The FAA E"stimates
that approximately $1.8 billion will be
spent for noise mitigation or other
environmental projects over the next 10
years. PFC revenue could be used to
fund these noise mitigation projects.
Like delays, noise impacts most often
occur at the busiest airports. For
example, 57 percent of the cost of noise
mitigation projects planned over the
next 10 years is concentrated at the 29
busiest primary airports.

When PFC's fund projects that benefit
noise-impacted individuals, the
investment (e.g., for soundproofing of
existing structures or the purchase of
impacted real estate) can be tliought of
as compensation to those individuals
who have incurred an indirect cost of air
travel. By financing these projects,
travelers who pay PFC's are, in effect,
reducing a subsidy that has been-or
would otherwise be-involuntarily
provided to them by noise-impacted
individuals. Whether the avoided costs
of noise pollution are less than the costs
incurred for abatement can be estimated
only on a case-by-case basis. To the
extent that noise mitigation
expenditures respond to expressed
public concerns, there is an incentive to
give priority to the projects that yield
the greatest net benefits.

The availsbility of substantial PFC
revenue is expected to facilitate
investments in noise mitigation projects.
Detailed benefit/cost analyses are
problematical. however, because of the
difficulty of fully expressing benefits in
monetary terms. Individual projects,
however, are carefully developed,
analyzed, and discussed by public
agencies and noise-impacted individua:s
to produce projects that address serious
public concerns.

Enhanced competition among air
carriers. Projects that furnish
opportunities for enhanced competition
between or among air carriers may be
funded with PFC revenue. Benefits that
may be conferred upon PFC payers as a
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result.of enhanced competition are
likely to be in the form of lower air fares
and/or improved service that arise from
the construction of gates at an airport
Ll:1at allow new entrants/new
competition in a travel market. Such
benefits to travelers are highly
dependent on the policy followed by
any new entrant and the reactions of
competing carriers. For instance. a new
entrant may offer significantly lower
fares but be so constrained by the
limited amount of available airport
space that it is unable to increase its
operations to the extent that-other
carriers are induced to lower their fares
in order to compete. In the limiting case
of a single dominant carrier and 8 small
new entrant carrier, the dominant
carrier may perceive that there is little
to be gained by lowering fares. As a
result. a new entrant may 8!Jbstanti~ly

duplicate existing fares and service.
Lower fares Bre believed to be more
likely in cases where the new entrant is
able to provide substantial competition
with incumbent carriers. Potential gains
to passengers could result from
increased competition at airports that
are largely dominated by single carriers.

In the event that the use of PFC
revenue, for instance for the
construction of gates, results in
enhanced competition and lower air
fares at an airport, air carriers may
suffer a reduction in profits. However. if
the resulting lower prices result in a
reduction in profits, much of the loss in
profits is likely to become a benefit that
is transferred to passengers. In addition,
there may be a higher level of travel
service provided so that the combined
consumers' and producers' surplus for
the airport will be increased.

Funds shifted to smaller airports.
Section 9111 of the Act requires that
sponsors of airports that annually have
more than 0.25 percent or more of total
annual enplanements in the U.S. will
have their Airport hnprovement Program
entitlement funds reduced by 50 percent
of their projected PFC revenue-up to 50
percent of this entitlement. The funds
released from entitlements to these large
and medium hub airports are to be used
under Section 9112 of the Act as follows:
25 percent for a discretiona..-y fund of
whicb half is for small hub airports and
75 percent for a Small Airports Fund for
use by general aviation airports and
nonhub commercial service airports. It
may be argued that the overall national
airspace system io Improved by (1) The
increased capacity at la"~er airports and
(2) increased capacity at smaller
airports that would be unlikely to occur
in the absence of the diversion of
entitlement funds fonn larger to smaller

airports. Sponsors of smaller airports
may be unable to finance substantially
improved facilities from funds raised at
their airports in the absence of funds
from outside sources. However.
improvements at smaller airports may
yield benefito through Improved
operations at nearby larger airports that
the small airport operators are unable to
fully capture through increaoed fees and
charges. This can occur because reduced
congestion at larger airports may result
from the diversion of general aviation
traffic to the smaller fields.

Handling ofFFC revenue and
compensation for these costs. The
interest earnings allowed the carriers as
compensation for collecting, handling,
remitting. and reporting PFC's to the
public agencies will vary directly with
the revenue remitted and inversely with
the frequency with which balances must
be remitted to the airport(s). For
example, with revenue of $1 billion per
year, remittance as specified in the
NPRM. and an interest rate of 10
percent, total annual earnings would be
on the order of $10 million per year.

It sbould be noted that. should $1
billion per year be collected in $3 PFC's,
333 million PFC's would be handled. In
order for the coot of handling.
accounting for, and auditing these
cbargeo to be fully compensated for by
interest earnings of $10 million per year.
costs would have to be on the order of 3
cents per PFC collected. If the costs of
handling were found to be higher. it
would be appropriate to specify a longer
period during which air carriers may
earn interest on the PFC float. For
instance. if costs were 15 cents per PFC,
the required interest earnings would be
approximately $50 million per year.
which could require a float on the order
of 6 months, if interest rates were near
10 percent.

Currently. coot data that would allow
the determination of whether this is an
appropriate level of compensation are
not available to the FAA. It is believed
that the handling of fees that are less
than some cutoff level may result in
costs that are greater than the revenue
collected. Appropriate cutoff levels or
roles have not been determined at this
time. The FAA requests data on
collection costs and comments on the
availability of alternatives to minimize
uneconomic PFC collections. It is
believed likely that the monthly costs
during the otartup of the PFC collection
and remittance system will be
significantly higher than after the
system is in operation.

Additional data are also needed to
determine coots of startup in the PFC
collection and remittance system. which

mey be significantly higher than after
the system is in operation. Althougb PFC
administration may be simplified by
having 8 single remittance schedule for
all carriers and airports. it may be
appropriate to allow less frequent
remittances for carrier airport pairs that
involve low levels of revenue.

During the course of this rulemaking,
the FAA will continue efforts to identify
and evaluate means of achieving
maximum cost~effectiveness. consistent
with the requirements of the Aviation
Safety and Capacity Expansion Act.

The agency will continue to give
particular attention to the costs of PFC
administration and informational
requirements in Psrts C and D, in an
effort to ensure that administrative and
infonnational costs and burdens are not
excessive (See also the discussion in the
Regulatory Flexibility Act determination
below.) The FAA strives to maximize
the cost-effectiveness of PFC
administration while minimizing
wmecessary information collection
bUl'dens, as consistent with the
requirements of the Aviation Safety and
Capacity Expansion Act.

The FAA bas attempted to structure
the proposal so as to achieve maximum
cost effectiveness in administration (Le..
in ticketing collection burdens. as well
as reporting, recordkeeping and auditing
requirements). For example, it is
proposed in subpart C that all PFC's be .
collected and remitted by the issuing
carrier. thus eliminating interline
settlements. Comments on other means
of reducing settlement and accounting
burdens are invited.

The FAA also invites comments on
implementation. such that the
information collection, accounting.
aucliting and other administrative
requirements will be as cost-effective as
possible. As noted above with respect to
subpart 0 requirements. the FAA seeks
comments on options that could reduce
regulatory burdens for carrjers and
public agencies.

Comments are also thus invited on
ways to structure PFC implementation.
To this end. the FAA requests
infonnation from carriers, public
agencies, and other interested persons
on relevant start-up costs, such as for
software, database programming and
establishment of necessary accounting
records. The agency is interested in how
the specific timing and implementation
of the PFC program might affect these
costs and ways to minimize them.

Regulatory Flexibility Determination

The Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1900
was enacted by Congress to ensure that
small entities are not wmecessariJy or
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disproportionately burdened by
Government regulations. This Act
requires a Regulatory Flexibility
Analysis if a rule has a significant
economic impact, either detrimental or
beneficial. on a substantial number of
small business entities. FAA Order
2100.14A, Regulatory Flexibility Criteria
and Guidance, establishes threshold
cost values and small entity size
standards for operators of aircraft for
hire for complying with review
requirements in FAA rulemaking
actions. The lowest of these categories
is indicated to be $3.300 per year in 1963
dollars for unscheduled operators of 9 or
fewer aircraft. This level is
approximately $4,200 in 1990 doHars.
Since provisions of the NPRM allow the
earning of interest on PFC revenue held
in order to compensate carriers for the
costs of administering PFC's, the net
cost of collecting. handling, remitting.
and reporting PFC's for such operators
of aircraft should be small. There are
numerous charter and air taxi opera tors
that are believed to have 9 or fewer
aircraft. Size thresholds, if any. for the
application of PfC's and associated
remittance schedules will be determined
after the receipt of comments on the
NPRM. The tentative conclusion that the
imposition of PFC's will not have a
significant economic impact. either
detrimental or beneficial. on a
substantial number of small entities may
be altered if data are received that
clearly indicate such an impact.

The impact of PPC administration
costs on small airports is not believed to
be a problem. since PFC's are to be
initiated by public agencies that control
airports. These agencies are assumed to
assess a PFC only if they have reason to
expect that the revenue collected will be
in excess of the cost of establishing the
charge and managing the revenue that
results.

Trade Impact Assessment
The provisions of this proposed rule

are expected to have little or no impact
on trade for both U.S. firms [including
air carriers) doi-ng business in foreign
countries and foreign firms (including air
carriers) doing business in the United
States. PPC's are not likely to cause a
significant increase in costs for most
international travel. It is noted that the
$3 per airport limitation on PFC's per
enplaned passenger and the generally
higher cost per ticket for international
travel to or from the United States than
for domestic travel make PFC's imposed
on international travel a smaller
proportion of the cost of international
travel than domestic travel. Even with
the addition of PFC's, departure fees for
international travelers at U.S. airports

will remain lower than those at many
airports in other countries. Although
PPC's will raise the amounts paid for
tickets for international travel, in many
cases, the airport capacity
improvements financed with the
resulting revenue may result in
improvements in the amenities afforded
travelers. These improvements may
include reduced delay that is made
possible by increased airport capacity
that more than compensates passengers
for the cost of the PFC.

Federalism Implications

The regulations proposed herein
would not have substantial direct effects
on the states, on the relationship
between the national government and
the states. or on the distribution of
po\ver and responsibilities among the
various levels of government. Therefore,
in accordance with Executive Order
13612: it is determined that this proposal
would not have sufficient federalism
implications to warrant the preparation
of a Federalism Assessment.

The proposed regula lions would
implement a new statute that authorizes
state and local public agencies that
control commercial service airports to
impose PFC's at their airports. While the
imposition of PFC's would be a local
decision, the statute imposes Federal
requirements en the airport operator
(e.g., the local consultation requirement)
and requires Federal oversight (through
the approval and audit provisions).

The provisions of the proposed rule
are intended to impose ob state and
local agencies the minimum restrictions
and requirements that are mandated by
the statute, including the Federal
oversight role contemplated by lhe PFC
statute and other legislation or
regulations that would pertain to a PFC
financed project (e.g., environmental
requirements).

Conclusion

For reasons discussed in the
preamble. and based on the findings in
the Regulatory Flexibility Determination
and the International Trade Impact
Analysis. the FAA has determined that
this proposed regulation is not major
under Executive Order 12291. This
proposal is considered significant under
DOT Regulatory Policies and Procedures
[44 FR 11034; February 26, 1979). An
initial regulatory evaluation of the
proposal, including a Regulatory
Flexibility Determination and Trade
Impact Analysis, has been placed in the
docket. A copy may be obtained by
contacting the person identified under
"FOR fURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT."

List of Subjects in 14 CFR Part 158

Administrative practice and
procedure, Air carriers. Airport. Air
transportation. Passenger facility
charge, Reporting and recordkeeping
requirements.

The Proposed Amendments

Accordingly. the FAA proposes to
establish a new part 158 of the Federal
Aviation Regulations, 14 CFR part 158,
to read as follows:

PART 158-PASSENGER FACILITY
CHARGES (PFC's)

SUbpart A-Ger.eral

Sec.
156.1 Applicability.
158.3 Definitions.
158.5 Authority to impose PFC's.
158.7 Exclusivity of authority.
156.9 Limitation regarding passengers of air

carriers receiving essential air service
compensation.

158.11 PFC limitation per one·way trip.
158.13 Limitation regarding involuntary

change in itinerary.
158.15 Use of PFC revenue.
158.17 Project Eligibility.

Subpart B-Appllcation and Approval

150.21 General.
158.23 Requirements prior to submission of

application.
158.25 Consultation \-'lith air carriers and

foreign air carriers.
158.27 Application.
158.29 Review and approval process.
158.31 Amendment of approvea PFC,
158.33 Duration of authcrity to impose a

PFC. .
158.35 Use of excess PFC Revenue.

Subpart C-Collactloil, Handling, and
Remittance of PFC's
158.41 General.
158.43 Public agency notification to air

carriers Bnd foreign air carriers.
158.45 Collection of PFC's.
158.47 Handiing of PFC's.
158.49 Remittance of PFC's.
158.51 Collection c6mpensation,

Subpart D-Reportlng, Recordkeeplng and
Audits -

158.61 General.
158.63 Reporting requirements: public

agency.
158.65 Reporting requirements: issuing

carrier.
158.67 Recordkeeping and auditing: public

agency.
158.69 Recordkeeping and auditing: issuing

carriers.
156.71 Federal recordkeeping and auditing

oversight.

Subpart E-Termination for Cause
158.81 General.
158.83 Termination of authority to impose

·PFC·s.
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Sec.
158.85 Loss of federal airport grant funds.

SUbpart F-Reductlon In Airport
Improvement ProiJram Apportionments

158.91 General.
158,93 Public agencies subject to reduction.
158.95 Implementation of reduction.

Appendix A to Part 158-ApplicatiOD Form

Appendix B to Part 158-As6uranceS

Authority: 49 U.S.C. App. 1513 (as amended
by the Aviation Safety and Capacity
Expansion Act of 1990, Pub. L. 101-508, title
II. Subtitle B, November 5, 1990); 49 U,S.C.
App. 2206 (as amended by the Aviation
Safety and Capacity Expansion Act of 1990];
49 U.S.C. App. 2218: Section 93lJ4[e) of the
Airport Noise and Capacity Act of lSOO. Pub.
L. 101-508. Title IX. Subtitle D.

SUbpart A-General

§ 158.1 Appllcabmty.

This part applies to passenger facility
charges (PFC) as may be approved by
the Administrator of the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) pursuant
to section 1113(e) of the Federal
Aviation Act of 1958 (49 U.S.C. App.
1513[e)) and imposed by a public agency
that controls a commercial service
airport. This part also describes the
procedures for reducing funds
apportioned under section 507[a) of the
Airport and Airway Improvement Act of
1982. as amended [49 U.S.C. App.
2206[a)) to a large or medium bub airport
that imposes a PFC.

§ 158.3 Dellnl1lons.

The following definitions apply in tbis
part:

Airport means any area of land or
water, including any heliport, that is
used or intended to be used for the
landing and takeoff of aircraf~ and any
appurtenant areas that are used or
intended to be used for airport buildings
or other airport facilities or rights-of
way. together with all airport buildings
and facilities located thereon.

Airport capital plan means a capital
improvement program prepared and
adopted by a public agency that lists
airport~relatedplanning, development or
noise compatibility projects expected to
be accomplisbed witb anticipated
available funds over 8 given period.

Airport layout plan means a plan
showing the existing and proposed
airport facilities and boundaries in 8

form prescribed by the Administrator.
Airport revenue means revenue

generated by a public airport:
(1) Througb any lease. ren~ fee. or

charge collected, directly or indirectly.
in connection with any aeronautical
activity conducted on an airport that it
controls; or

(2) In connection witb any activity
conducted on airport land acquired with
Federal financial assistance, or with
PFC revenue under this part, or
conveyed to such public agency under
the provisions of any Federal surplus
property program or any provision
enacted to authorize the conveyance of
Federal property to a public agency for
airport purposes.

Air trovel ticket means all documents
pertaining to 8 passenger's complete
itinerary necessary to transport a
passenger by air.

Allowable cost means the reasonable
and necessary costs of carrying out an
eligible project, and includes both costs
incurred subsequent to the approval to
impose a PFC and project formulation
costs incurred prior to 8uch approval.

Charge effective date means the date
on which a public agency begins to
impose a FFC.

Charge expiration date means the
date on which a public agency ceases to
collect a PFC as agreed or as directed by
the Administrator.

Collection means the acceptance of
payment of a PFC by an issuing air
carrier or its agent from a passenger.

Commercial service airport means a
public airport determined by the
Secretary to enplane annually 2.500 or
more passengers and receive scheduled
passenger service of aircraft.

FAA Airports office means a regional.
district or field office of the Federal
Aviation Administration that
administers Federal airport-related
matters.

Involuntary change in itinerary means
a change in destination, intermediate
stops, or scheduled layovers initiated by
an air carrier and is beyond the ability
of the passenger to control.

Issuing carrier means any air carrier
or foreign air carrier that issues an air
travel ticket or whose imprinted ticket
stock is used in issuing such ticket by an
agent.

Long term lease or use agreement
Il.leans a lease or use agreement with a
term of 5 years or more.

One-way trip means the itinerary
shown on the air travel ticket of a
passenger who travels from an
originating airport to another airport.
including any enroute change of aircraft
or air carrier, where no scheduled
layover exceeds 4 hours.

Passenger enplaned means a
domestic, territorial or international
revenue passenger enplaned in the
United States, as defined in the Airport
and Airway Improvement Act of 1982
(49 U.S.C. app. 2205(A)(23J) (AAlA). in
scheduled or nonscheduled service on
aircraft in intrastate, interstate. and
foreign commerce and includes

passengers on board international
flights that transit sn airport located in
the 48 contiguous States for nontraffic
purposes.

Passenger facility charge (PFC]
means a charge covered by this part
imposed by a public agency on
passengers enplaned at a commercial
service airport it controls.

Project means airport planning or
development work (including gates and
related areas at which passengers are
enplaned or deplaned), or noise
compatibility planning or measures, that
are to be undertaken at an airport using
PFC funds.

Public agency means a State or any
agency of one or more States, a
municipality or other political
subdivision of a State. a tax-supported
organization, or an Indian tribe or
pueblo that:

(1) Controls a commercial service
airport and

(2) Is legally, financially. and
otherwise able to assume and carry out
the assurance contained in an
application for PFC authority and any
condition imposed by the Administrator
upon approval.

Voluntary change in itinerary means
8 change in destination, intermediate
stops or scheduled layover initiated by a
passenger that is shown on a reissued
air travel ticket.

§ 158.5 Authority to Impose PFC'..
Subject to the provisions of this part,

the Administrator may grant authority to
a public agency that controls a
commercial service airport to impose a
PFC of $1.00, $2.00, or $3.00 on
passengers enplaned at 8uch airport. A
public agency may not impose a PFC
under this part unless authorized by the
Administrator. No State or political
subdivision or agency thereof that is not
a public agency will be authorized to
impose a FFC covered by this part.

§ 158.7 Exclusivity of authority.
(a) No State or political subdivision or

agency thereof may impair the
imposition of a PFC, collection of such
PFC. or use of revenue derived
therefrom by a public agency.

(b) No contract or agreement between
an air carrier or foreign air carrier and a
public agency may impair the authority
of Buch public agency to impose a PFC
under this section and to use the
revenue derived therefrom in
accordance with this part.

§ 158.9 UmIlaUon regarding _era
01 al< ..mera recetvlng noenlial air __
compensation.

(a) No public agency may impose a
PFC on any passenger on a flight to an
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eligible point for which essential air
service compensation is being paid
under section 419 of the Federal
Aviation Act [49 U.S.C. app.1389).

(b) An air carrier that provides
compensated air service under section
419 of the Federal Aviation Act to an
eligible point shall ensure that notice of
such compensated service is provided to
all its agents and other issuing carriers
with whom that air carrier has interline
ticketing agreements.

§ 158.11 PFC limitation per one·way trip.

For each one-way trip shown on the
complete itinerary of an air travel ticket,
a PFC may be collected only for the first
two airports where PFC's are imposed.

§ 158.13 limitation regarding Involuntary
change In Itinerary.

No public agency may impose a PFC
on any passenger enplaned as a result of
an in\'oluntary change in itinerary.

§ 158.15 Use of PFC revenue.
PFC revenue. including any interest

earned after such revenue has been
remitted to 8 public agency, may be
used only to finance the allowable costs
of eligible projects contained in an
application approved under this part as
follows:

[a) Total cast. PFC's may be used to
pay the entire cost of an eligible project.

[b) Debt service. PFC's may be used to
pay debt service on bonds and related
expenses and other indebtedness
incurred to carry out eligible projects.
Such debt service and related expenses
may be incurred prior to the approval of
the PFC only if the public agency has
not yet commenced work on such
project.

(c) Combination ofPFC and Federal
grant funds. A public agency may use a
combination of PFC revenue and airport
grant funds to accomplish an eligible
project. Such projects shall be subject to
the recordkeeping and auditing
requirements set forth in subpart D of
this part, in addition to the reporting,
recordkeeping and auditing
requirements imposed pursuant to the
Airport and Airway Improvement Act of
1982 (ANA).

§ 158.17 Prolect eligibility.
(a) To be eligible, a project must
(1) Preserve or enhance capacity.

safety, or security of the national air
transportation system;

(2) Reduce noise or mitigate noise
impacts resulting from an airport; or

(3) Furnish opportunities for enhanced
competition between or among air
carriers.

(b) Eligible projects are-

[1) Airport development, including
land acquisition, eligible under the
ANA:

(2) Airport planning eligible under the
ANA;

(3) Terminal development as
described in 49 U.S.C. App. 2212(b):

(4) Airport noise compatibility
planning as described in 49 U.S.C. App.
2103[b);

(5) Noise compatibility measures that
are eligible for Federal assistance under
49 U.S.C. App. 2104(c). or that are
determined by the Administrator to
reduce noise or to mitigate or prevent
adverse aviation noise impacts; and

(6) Construction of public use, revenue
and non·revenue producing, areas where
passengers are enplaned or deplaned.
Such areas may include public-use
loading gates, baggage handling and
make·up areas, ticketing areas, security
devices, holding areas, waiting rooms,
and associated corridors. Construction
not directly related to the movement of
passengers and baggage in air
commerce within the boundaries of the
airport, such as restaurants, car rental
facilities. or other concessions are not
eligible for PFC funding.

SUbpart B-Application and Approval

§ 158.21 General.

This subpart specifies the consultation
and application requirements to impose
a PFC to finance an eligible project. This
subpart also establishes the procedure
for the Administrator's review and
approval of applications and
amendments.

§ 158.23 Requirements prior to
submission of application.

A public agency that intends to
submit an application to impose a PFC,
prior to submission of such application
shall-

(a) Comply with the requirements of
the National Environmental Policy Act
of 1969 [NEPA) by-

(1) Consulting with the appropriate
FAA Airports office to determine
whether such approval shall be the
subject of an environmental assessment,
or whether approval of this application
is an action that is categorically
excluded from the requirements for an
environmental assessment.

(2) U the project is one that is not
categorically excluded, the public
agency shall-

(i) Initiate such environmental studies
as may be directed by the FAA Nrports
office pursuant to the provisions of 40
CFR 1500, et seq.;

(ii) Provide the FAA Nrports office
with an environmental assessment of
the proposed project in sufficient detail

to determine whether a Federal finding
of no significant impact or an
environmental impact statement shall be
prepared; and

(iii) Cooperate substantively with the
FAA Airports office in the preparation
of an environmental impact statement, if
necessary.

(3) The public agency shall witbhold
submission of an application to impose
a PFC until such time as the FAA
Airports office has-

(i) Concurred in a determination that
the approval of such application is
categorically excluded;

[ii) Approved a Federal finding of no
significant impact with respect to such
application; or

(iii) Approved a final environmental
impact statement and a record of
decision with respect to such
application.

(b) Satisfy appropriate airspace
analysis in order to determine the effect
of the proposed project on the safe and
efficient use of the national airspace
system by-

[1) Consulting with the appropriate
FAA Airports office to determine
whether an airport airspace analysis or
obstruction evaluation is required.

(2) If such an analysis is required, tbe
public agency shall-

(i) Initiate a request for the
appropriate airspace study of the
proposed project; and

[il) Obtain a completed airspace study
determination of no objection from the
FAA Airports office, or other FAA office
if so directed.

(c) Ensure that the project to be
financed with PFC revenue satisfies the
requirement for an up.to.date ALP by-

(1) Consulting with the appropriate
FAA Airports office to determine
whether the latest approved ALP
includes the project to be financed with
PFC revenue or whether an ALP is not
required.

[2) U the ALP has not been approved
with respect to the proposed project. the
public agency shall initiate a request for
ALP review and approval at the
appropriate FAA Airports office.

§ 158.25 Consultation with air carriers and
foreign air carriers.

(a) Prior to submitting an application
to the FAA, a public agency shall, to the
extent practicable, provide written
notice to air carriers and foreign air
carriers currently operating at the
airport, inc1uding-

(1) Descriptions of individual projects
being considered for funding by PFC's;

(2) The date and location of a meeting
to present such projects to air carriers
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and foreign air carriers operating at the
airport; and

(3) The PFC amount, proposed charge
effective date. the proposed charge
expiration date and estimated total PFC
revenue.

(b) Not later tban 30 days aner the
issuance of a written notice of such
meeting, each air carrier and foreign air
carrier notified and operating at the
airport must provide a written
acknowledgement of receipt of the
notice. Failure of any such carrier to
acknowledge receipt shall be deemed
certification of agreement with the
projects.

(c) Not sooner than 30 days nor later
than 45 days after issuance of a written
notice. the public agency must meet with
air carriers and foreign air carriers to
provide-

(1) A description of projects to be
undertaken;

(2) An explanation of the need for the
projects: and

(3) A detailed fmancial plan for the
projects.

(d) Not later than 30 days aner the
date of such meeting each air carrier
and foreign air carrier must provide the
public agency with certification of
agreement or disagreement with
proposed projects. The failure of any
such carrier to submit such certification
shall be deemed certification of
agreement with the projects. Any
certification of disagreement shall
contain the reasons for such
disagreement. The absence of such
reasons shall void a certification of
disagreement.

§ 158.27 Application.
(a) This section specifies the

information necessary for the
Administrator to determine whether a
proposed project is eligible for the use of
PFC revenue, whether the
environmental impacts, if any, of the
project have been disclosed, and
whether the proposed project will not
derogate the safety, efficiency or
capacity of the airport or the national
airspace system.

(b) A public agency shall submit to the
appropriate FAA Airports office, FAA
Form~ Application for Approval
of Passenger Facility Charge (pFC) (see
Appendix A) and Assurances (see
Appendix B). An original and two (2)
copies of the application and supporting
documentation shall be submitted.

(c) A public agency shall not submit
an application more than 1 year in
advance of the proposed charge
effective dateo

(d) Applications shall be timed to
epsure project work will proceed no

later than 2 years after the proposed
charge effective date.

(e) A public agency may submit one
application requesting approval to
impose a PFC to finance one or more
projects.

(f) No project work, except
formulation costs including land
acquisition, may commence until the
application is approved.

[g) Unless otherwise authorized by the
Administrator, the application must be
accompanied by the following:

(1) An approved airport layout plan
depicting the proposed project if located
on the airport.

(2) A description and sketch of the
proposed project.

(3) Justification for the project,
including the extent to which the project
achieves one or more of the objectives
set forth in § 158.17[a). In its justification
for any project for terminal
development, including gates and
related areas, the public agency shall
discuss any existing conditions which
limit competition between and among
air carriers and foreign air carriers at
the airport, any initiatives it proposes to
foster opportunities for enhanced
competition between and among such
carriers, and the expected results of
such initiatives.

(4) A certification that all
requirements of § 158.23 have been
satisfied.

(5} A copy of the FAA's final airspace
determination with respect to the
proposed project if an airspace study is
required.

(6) A copy of the airport capital plan
or other documentation of planned
improvements for an airport-related
project.

(7) A financial plan for the project,
including-

(i) Estimated allowable project costs
allocated to major project elements;

(ii) Projected passenger enplanements
during the collection period;

(iii) PFC amount;
(iv) Anticipated PFC revenue to

finance the project; and
(v) The source and amount of other

funds needed to finance the project.
(8) Construction schedule or project

staging plan.
(9) Summary of consultation with air

carriers and foreign air carriera
operating at the airport including-

(i) A listing of such carriers and those
notified;

(ii) Acknowledgement of meeting
notice [or lack thereof);

(iii) Certification of agreement or
disagreement with projects (or lack
thereof); and

(iv In the event of carrier
disagreement with the project, the puh1ic
agency's reasons for proceeding; and

(10) Public agency assurances set
forth in Appendix B to this part.

(h) The Administrator may request
additional documentation as needed.

§ 158.29 Review and approval process.

(a) Determination ofcompleteness.
Within 30 days after receipt of an
application by the FAA Airports office,
the Administrator will determine
whether the application substantially
complies with the requirements of
§ 158.27.

(b) Process for substantiaJly complete
application. If the Administrator
determines the application is
substantially complete, the following
procedures shall apply:

(1) The Administrator will advise the
public agency by letter that its
application is substantially complete.

(2) The Administrator will publish a
notice in the Federal Register advising
that the Administrator intends to rule on
the application and inviting public
comment, as set forth in paragraph (d) of
this section. A copy of the notice will
al'o be provided to the public agency.

(3) The public agency-
(i) Shall make available for inspection,

upon request, a copy of the application,
notice, and other documents germane to
the application, and

(il) May publisb the notice in a
newspaper of general circulation in the
area where the airport covered by the
application is located.

(4) Following review of the
application, public comments and any
other information obtained under
paragraph (f) of this section, the
Administrator will issue a final decision
approving or disapproving the
application no later than 120 days after
the application was received by the
FAA Airports office.

(c) Process for substantially
incomplete applications. If the
Administrator determines an application
is not substantially complete, the
following procedures shall apply:

(1) The Administrator will advise the
public agency by letter that its
application is not substantially
complete. That letter shall list the
information required to complete the
application.

(2) Within 15 days aner the
Administrator sends such a letter, the
public agency shall advise the
Administrator by letter whether it
intends to supplement its application.

(3) If the public agency declines to
supplement the application, the
following procedures shall apply:
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(i) The Administrator will publish a
notice in the Federal Register advising
that the Administrator intends to rule on
the application and inviting public
comment, as set forth in paragraph (d) of
this section. A copy of the notice will
also be provided to the public agency.

(ii) The public agency-
(A) Shall make available for

inspection. upon request. 8 copy of the
application. notice. and other documents
germane to the application, and

(B) May publish the notice in a
newspaper of general circulation in the
area where the airport covered by the
application is located.

(iii) Following review of th~

application, public comments and any
other information obtained under
paragraph [I) of this section, the
Administrator 'will issue 8 fInal decision
approving or disapproving the
application no later than 120 days after
the application was received by the
FAA Airports office.

(4) If the public agency chooses to
supplement its application. the original
application shall be deemed to be
withdrawn for purposes of applying the
statutory deadline for the
Administrator's decision and the
following procedures shall apply when a'
supplement is received:

(i) The Administrator will determine
whether the application 8S

supplemented is substantially complete
as set forth in paragraph [a) of this
section.

(ii) If the application is substantially
complete, the procedures set forth in
paragraph (b) of this section shall be
followed.

(iii) If the application is still not
substantially complete, the
Administrator will so advise the public
agency as set forth in paragraph (c)(l) of
this section. and provide the public
agency with an opportunity to further
supplement its application as set forth in
paragraph (c)(2) of this section.

(iv) The Administrator, upon
determining an application as
supplemented is substaq.tially complete
or will not be further supplemented, will
publish a notice in the Federal Register
advising that the Administrator intends
to rule on the application and inviting
public comment, as set forth in
paragraph [d) of this section. A copy of
the notice will also be provided to the
public agency. The public agency may
publish the notice in a newspaper of
general circulation in the Brea where the
airport covered by the application is
located, and shall make available for
inspection upon request. a copy of the
application, notice. and other documents
germane to the application.

(v) Following review of the
application and supplements, public
comments and any other information
obtained under paragraph [I) of this
section, the Administrator will issue a
final decision approving or disapproving
the application no later than 120 days
after the last supplement to the
application filed under paragraph (c)(4)
was received by the FAA Airports
office.

(d) The Federal Register notice. The
Federal Register notice required above
shall include the following information,

[1) The name of the public agency and
the airport at which the PFC is to be
imposed:

(2) A brief description of the PFC
project, the level of the proposed PFC,
the proposed charge effective date, the
proposed charge expiralion date and the
total estimated PFC revenue;

(3) The address and telephone number
of the FAA Airports office at which the
application may be inspected;

(4) The Administrator's decision on
whether the application is substantially
complete:

(5) If the application is not
substantially complete, a list of the
information that would be necessary for
a substaniially complete application:
and

(6) The due dates for any public
comments.

[e) Public comments. (1) Interested
persons may file comments on the
application within 30 days after
publication of the Administrator's notice
in the Federal Register.

(2] Three copies of these comments
shall be submitted to the FAA Airports
effice identified in the Federal Register
notice.

[3) Commenters shall also provide one
copy of their comments to the public
agency.

(4) Comments from air carriers and
foreign air carriers may be in the same
form as provided to the public agency
under § 15B.25.

[I) The Administrator may request
such additional information as may be
necessary to decide any application
within the 12G-day statutory time limit.

(g) The Administrator's decision. (1)
An application will be spproved in
whole or in part only after a
determination that-

(i) The amount and duration of the
PFC will result in revenue that does not
exceed amounts necessary to finance
the project;

(ii) The project will achieve the
objectives set forth in § 158.17(a):

(iii) The project is eligible ss set forth
in § 15B.17(b); and

(iv) The application satisfies § 15B.27.

(2) The Administrator will notify the
public agency in writing of the decision
on the application. The notification will
list the projects for which PFC financing
is approved. PFe amount, and total
approved PFC revenue.

§ 158.31 Amendment of approved PFC.

(a) After approvsl of an application to
impose a PFC, a public agency may
request that the approved PFC be
amended.

[b) A public agency may request an
amendment to decrease the total
approved PFC revenue without
submitting specific justification or
further air cacrier or foreign air carrier
consultation. The request shall be in
writing and shall specify the amount of
decrease proposed and the means by
which the reduction is to be achieved.
The public agency will also assure that
there is to be no appreciable change in
the nature or scope of the PFC project.

[c) The following amendments may be
requested, without further air carrier or
foreign air carrier consultation, by letter
outlining the reasons for the change
when they would result in an increase of
15 percent or less of total approved PFC
revenue:

(1) A change in the approved PFC (not
to exceed $3.00 per passenger); and

[2) A change in work scope which, in
the opinion af the Administrator, is
incidental to the projecL

(d) A public agency must sbow
evidence of air carrier and foreign air
carrier consultation and provide such
information as may be requested by the
Administrator for the following
requested amendments:

(1) A change requiring an increase of
more than 15 percent in total approved
PFC revenue;

(2) A change in the project work scope
which, in the opinion of the
Administrator; is not incidental to the
project; or

(3) Any change which, in the opinion
of the administrator, would
substantially alter the character of the
approved application.

[e) Approval of amendment.
(1) The Administrator may approve or

disapprove the amendments under
paragraphs [b) and (c) of this section
without public notice or opportunity for
comment as specified in § 15B.29 (d) and
[e).

(2) The Administrator will provide
public notice and opportunity for
comment pursuant to § 158.29 (d) snd (e)
before approving or disapproving
amendments under paragraph (d) of this
section.
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§ 158.33 Duration of authority to impose a
PFC.

A public agency tbat bas been granted
the authority to impose a PFC is
authorized to impose such PFC nntil

(a) It has received the total approved
PFC revenue;

(b) The authority to collect the PFC is
terminated by the Administrator under
subpart E of this part; or

(c) The public agency is determined
by the Administrator to be in violation
of section 9304(e) of the Airport Noise
and Capacity Act of 1990 (Pub. L. 101
508, title IX, subtitle 0), and the
authority to collect the PFC is
terminated under subpart E of this part.

§ 158.35 Use of excess PFC revenue.
(a) Public agencies shall promptly

notify all operating and all other issuing
carriers to stop collection when total
PFC revenue received equals the amount
approved.

(b) If excess PFC revenue is collected,
such funds shall be reserved for use on
future eligible projects following
consultation with the Administrator.

SUBPART C-COLLECTION,
HANDLING, AND REMITIANCE OF
PFC's

§ 158.41 General.
This subpart contains the

requirements for notification, collection.
handling and remittance of PFC's.

§ 158.43 PubliC' agency notification to air
carriers and foreign air carriers.

(a) Each public agency that receives
approval from the Administrator to
impose a PFC shall notify the air
carriers and foreign air carriers
operating at its airport of the
requirement to collect the PFC from
passengers enplaned by such carrier at
the airport. Each such carrier is
responsible for notification of the
collection requirement to its agents
including other issuing carriers.

(b) The notification shall be in writing
and contain as a minimum the following
information:

(1) The amount of the PFC.
(2l. The charge effective date.
(3) The charge expiration date.
(4) A copy of the Administrator's

notice of approval.
(c) The charge effective date shall be

no earlier than 30 days after the
notification.

(d) The public agency shall provide a
copy of the notification to the
appropriate FAA Airports office.

§ 158.45 Collection 01 PFC'o.
(a) Upon receipt of notification from

the public agency, issuing carriers and
their agents shall collect the required

PFC on all air travel tickets sold on or
after the charge effective date for all
passengers enplaned at the airport
except as provided in paragraphs (c),
(d), and (e) of this section. Issuing
carriers shall be responsible for all
funds from time of collection to
disbursement.

(1) Issuing carriers and their agents
shall not issue air travel tickets for
enplanements from airports imposing
PFC's unless the appropriate charge is
collected. The appropriate charge is the
PFC in effect at the time the ticket is
purchased.

(2) Issuing carriers and their agents
shall collect the PFC's based upon the
itinerary at the time of purchase. Any
voluntary changes in itinerary are
subject to collection or refund of the
PFC as appropriate.

(b) Issuing carriers and their agents
shall note as a separate item on each air
travel ticket upon which a PFC is shown.
the total amount of PFC's paid by the
passenger and an itemization of the
PFC's imposed by each public agency.

(c) For each one·way trip on a
complete air travel ticket, issuing air
carriers and their agents shall collect a
PFC from a passenger only for the first
two airports where PFC's are imposed.

{d} Issuing carriers and their agents
shall not collect PFC's from a passenger
on a flight for which essential air service
compensation is being paid to an
eligible point under Section 419 of the
Federal Aviation Act.

(e) Issuing carriers and their agents
shall not collect or refund PPC's from a
passenger for an involuntary change in
itinerary. Collected PFC's shall be
distributed as noted on the air travel
ticket.

(f) Unless amended by subsequent
notification by the public agency or the
Administrator, issuing carriers and their
agents shall stop collecting the PFC on
the charge expiration date.

(g) Issuing carriers and their agents
shall not collect PFC's from a passenger
whose air travel ticket was issued prior
to notification from the airport of the
charge effective date, even for travel
after the charge effective date.

§ 158.47 Handling 01 PFC'•.
(a) Issuing carriers shall establish and

maintain a financial management
system to account for such PPC's in
accordance with Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles.

(b) Passenger facility charge revenue
must be accounted for separately by
issuing carriers.

§ 158.49 Remittance 01 PFC'•.
Passenger facility charges collected

by issuing carriers and their agents shall

be remitted to the public agency
according to the following schedule:

(a) PFC revenue collected from the
first day of any month through the
fifteenth day of the month shall be
remitted to the public agency no later
than the fifteeoth day of the calendar
month (or if that date falls on a weekend
or holiday, the first business day
thereafter) inunediately following the
month of collection.

(b) PFC revenue collected from the
sixteenth day of the month through the
last day of the month shall be remitted
to the public agency no later than the
last day of the calendar month (or if that
date falls on a weekend or holiday, the
first business day thereafter)
immediately following the month of
collection.

§ 158.51 Collection compensation.
As compensation for collecting,

handling, and remitting the PFC revenue,
the issuing air carrier shall be entitled to
retain any interest it may earn on this
revenue from the time of collection to
the time of disbursement.

SUBPART D-REPORTlNG,
RECORDKEEPING AND AUDITS

§ 158.61 General.
This subpart contains the

requirements for reporting.
recardkeeping and auditing of accounts
maintained by issuing carriers and their
agents and by public agencies.

§ 158.63 Reporting requIrements: public
agency.

(a) The public agency shall provide
the appropriate FAA Airports office
with written notice of the following:

(1) The date work on the project
actually begins, within 30 days of such
date;

(2) Any substantial deviation from the
estimated project schedule or ·;osts and
the public agency's proposed corrective
action;

(3) 6O-day advance notice of physical
project completion.

(4) Receipt of 90 percent of total
approved PFC revenue, including
interest accrued on any revenue held on
deposit.

(b) The notices required under
paragraph (a) of this section may be
submitted in conjunction with a request
for amendment of an approved PFC
under § 158.31.

§ 158.65 Reporting requirement: Issuing
carrier.

Each issuing carrier collecting PFC's
for a public agency shall file quarterly
reports to the public agency unless
otherwise agreed by the issuing carrier
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and public agency. pro\Oiding an
accounting of funds collected and funds
disbursed.

(a) Unless otherwise agreed by the
issuing carrier and public agency,
reports shall identify, by airport and by
air carrier and foreign air carrier
operating at the airport, the total
passengers enplaned. the passengers
enplaned exempt from collection under
§§ 158.9, 158.11, 158.13, and the number
who were exempt due to purchase of
tickets before the charge effective date.
The report shall also identify any PFC's
collected and disbursed but
subsequently refunded to passengers
due to voluntary changes in itinerary.

(h) The report shall be filed on or
before the last day of the calendar
month following the calendar quarter or
other period agreed by the issuing
carrier and public agency for which
funds were collected.

§ 158.87 Recordkeeplng and auditfng:public __.

(a) Eacb public agency shall keep on
deposit in an interest bearing account
any unliquidated PFC revenue remitted
to it by air carriers and foreign air
carriers. Interest earned on such
revenue shall be used. in addition to the
principal on depo:>it. to pay the
allowable costs of PFC-funded project,.

[b) Each public agency shall establish
and maintain for each approved
application a separate accounting record
in accordance with Genernlly Accepted
Accounting principles. The accounting
record shall identify the PFC revenue
received from the issuing carriers and
their agents and th2 amounts expended
upon each project.

(cJ Puring the period the PFC is
collected each public agency shall
provide for an independent audit at
least annually of each project contained
in the approved application. A copy of
the audit shall be provided upon request
to each issuing carrier that disbursed
PFC revenue to the public agency in the
period covered by lhe audit and to the
Administrator.

§ 158.69 Recordkeeplng and auditing:
Issuing carMen.

(a) Issuing carriers and their agents
shall establish and maintain for each
public agency for which it collects a PFC
an accounting record of PFC revenue
collected, disbur,ed, and refunded in
accordance with Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles. The accounting
record shall identify the airport and air
carrier or foreign air carrier on which
the pbtlSengers were enplaned at the
airport.

(b) ISSuing carriers and their agents
shall jJrovide for an independent audit

of the PFC account annually. A copy of
the audit shall be provided upon request
to each public agency for which a PFC is
collected, and to the Administrator.

§ 158.71 Federal reconlkeeplng and
aUditing oversight.

(a) The Administrator may
periodically audit andlor review the use
of PFC revenue by a public agency. The
purpose of the audit or review is to
ensure the public agency is in
compliance with the requirements of this
regulation and section 1113[e) of the
Federal Aviation Act.

(b) The Administrator may
periodically audit and lor review the
collection and disbursement by the
issuing carriers and their agents of PPC
revenue. The purpose of the audit or
review ia to ensure issuing carriers and
their agents are in compliance with the
requirements of this regulation and
section 1113(e) of the Federal Aviation
Act.

(cJ Public agencies and issuing
carriers shall allow any authorized
representative of the Administrator, the
Secretary of Transportation, or the
Comptroller General of the United
States, access to any of its books,
doc.:uments, papers, and records
pertinent to Fre's.

SUBPART E-TERMINATION FOR
CAUSE

"§ 158.81 General
This subpart contains the procedures

for tennination of PFC's for cause and
los, of Federal airport grant funds.

§ 158.83 Termination of authority to
Impose PFC'a.

(a) The Administrator may enter into
informal resolution with the public
agency or any other affected party if,
after review under § 158.71, there are
concerns tha t PPC revenue is not being
used in accordance with this regulation
or with section 1113(e) of the Federal
Aviation Act.

(h) Termination ofauthority. If
informal resolution is not successfJ.!, the
Administrator will begin proceedings to
terminate the public agEncy's authority
to impose a FPC.

(1) The Administrator will publish a
notice of proposed termination in the
Federal Register and supply a copy to
the public agency. This notice shall list
the scope of the proposed tennination,
the basis for the proposed action and
date for filing 'wIitten comments or
objections by all interested parties and
requests for hearing by the public
agency. This notice shall also identify
the corrective actions the public agency
can take to avoid further proceedings.
The due date for comments and

corrective action shall be 30 days after
publication of the notice.

(2J If requested by the public agency,
a public hearing will be held prior to the
Administrator's final decision.

(3) The Administrator will publish a
notice in the. Federal Register advising
of the final decision to terminate in
whole or in part the authority to impose
a PFC or to continue the authority. A
copy of the notice will also be provided
to the public agency. The authority shall
only be terminated upon the
Administrator's decision that the PPC
revenue is not being used in accordance
with this regulation or section 1113(e) of
the Federal Aviation Act.

(4) Within 10 days ot the notice of the
Administrator's decision, the public
agency ,hall provide the FAA airports
office with a listing of the air carriers
and foreign air carriers operating at the
airport and all other issuing carriers that
have remitted PFC revenue to the public
agency in the preceding 12 months.

(5) The FAA will provide a copy of the
Federal Register notice to each of the air
carriers and foreign air carriers
identified in (4). Such carriers are
responsible for terminating or modifying
PFC collection no later than 30 days
after the date of notification by the
FAA.

§ 158.85 Loss of federal airport grant
funds.

(aJ If the Administrator determines, in
accordance with § 158.83, or after
review under § 158.71 that revenue
derived from a PFC is excessive or is not
being used 8S approved, the
Administrator may reduce the amount of
funds otherwise payable to the public
agency under section 507 of the AAlA of
1982.

(b) The amount of the reduction under
paragraph ra) of this section shall equal
the excess collected, or the amount not
used in accordance with this regulation.

(c) A reduction under paragraph [a) of
this section shall not constitute a
withholding of approval of a grant
application or the payment of funds
under an approved grant within the
meaning of 49 U.S.C. app. 2218.

SUbpart F-ReductJon In Airport
Improvement Program
Apportionments

§ 158.91 General.

This subpart describes the reduction
in funds apportioned to a large or
medium hub airport that imposes a PFC.

§ 158.93 Public _net...ubj<tct to
reduction.

The funds apportioned under section
507(aJ[1) of L'Ie Airport and Airway
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Improvement Act of 1982 to a public
agency for 8 specific primary
commercial service airport that it
controls will be reduced if-

(a) Such airport enplanes 0,25 percent
or more of the total annual
enplanements in the United Stales, and

(b) The public agency imposes a PFC
at such airport.

§ 158.95 Implementation to reduction.
(a) A reduction in apportioned funds

will be applied beginning in the fiscal
year immediately following the
Administrator's approval and will be
applied in each succeeding fiscal year in
which the public agency imposes 8 PFC.

(b) A reduction in apportioned funds
in a fiscal year shaH be an amount equal
to 50 percent of the PFC revenue
forecast for the fiscal year. except that
the maximum reduction in a fiscal year
shall not exceed 50 percent of the funds
that would otherwise be apportioned to
the public agency based on passengers
enplaning at the airport.

(c] The reduction in apportioned funds
will be calcula ted a t the beginning of
each fiscal year based on the projected
PFC revenue for such year.

(d) If the p.mjection of PFC revenue in
a fiscal year is inaccurate, the reduction
in apportioned funds may be increased
or decreased in the following fiscal year,
except that any further reduction shall
not cause the total reduction to exceed
50 percent of such apportioned amount
as would otherwise be apportioned in
any fiscal year.

Appendix A to Pari 15B-Application
Form

APPUCATtON FOR APPROVAL OF
PASSENGER FACILITY CHARGE IPFCj

Date S~b~m§it~te~d~:g~~~~~~~~~~Date received:
Agency use:
New
Amendment
1. Legal name and address of public agency
2. Name and phone no. of person to contact
3. Amount 01 PFC $1.00 $2.00 $3.00
4, Proposed collection period

Charge effective date _
Charge expiration date _

5. Brief work description or change in project
scope:

e. Estimated funding
a. Project costs
b. Anticipated revenue
PFC's
Federal
State
Local
Other
Total

7. To the best of my knowledge and belief. all
data in this application is true and
correct. The document has been duly
authorized by the governing body of the
public agency and the public agency will
comply with the attached assurances if
the application is approved.

Typed name of Authorized Representative
Title
Tie. No.

Signature of Authorized Representative
Date signed

Appendix B 10 Part 15B-Assurances

A. Generol.
1. These assurances shall be complied with

in the conduct of a project funded with 8
passenger facility charge (PFC).

2. These assurances are required to be
submitted as part of the application for
approval of authority to impose a PFC under
the provisions of the Aviation Safety and
Capacity Expansion Act of 1990.

3. Upon approval by the administrator of
an application, the public agency is
responsible for compliance with these
assurances.

B. Public agency certification. The public
agency hereby as~ures and certifies. with
respect to this approval that:

1. It will comply with all provisions of 14
CFR part 156.

2. Responsibility and authority of the
public agency. It has legal authority to
impose a PFC and to finance and carry out
the proposed project: that a resolution,
motion or similar action has been duly
adopted or passed as an official act of the
public agency's governing body authorizing
the filing of the application. including all
cnderstandings and assurances contained

. therein. and directing and authoriZing the
person identified as the official
representative of the public agency to act in
connection with the application and to
provide such additional infonnation as may
be required.

3. It has complied with all applicable local
laws and regulations.

4. Fund aVGllability. It has sufficient funds
that that portion of the project costs not to be
paid by PFC revenue. It has sufficient funds
available to assure operation and
maintenance of items funded in whole or in
part by PFC revenue.

5. Environmental requirements. It will
comply with the regulations of the Council on
Environmental Quality, promulgated pursuant
to the National Environmental Policy Act of
1969.

e. Safety and security prerequisites. Prior
to imposing a PFC, all safety and security
equipment required by regulation will be
provided for at all airports under its control.
If such equipment has not yet been installed,
it will demonstrate to the satisfaction of the
Administrator a plan and schedule for
providing same, that may include the use of
PFC revenue to satisfy the requirement.

7. Nonexclusivity of contractual
agreements. It will not enter into an exclusive
long-term Lease or use agreement with on air
carrier or foreign air carrier for projects
funded by PFC revenue. Such leases or use
agreements will not preclude the public
agency from funding. developing. or assigning
new capacity at the airport with PFC
revenue.

8. Competitive access. It will not enter into
any lease or use agreement with any air
carrier or foreign air carrier for any facility
financed in whole or in part with revenue

derived from a passenger facility charge
unless such agreement for such facility-

a. Contains no carryover provision
regarding a renewal option which. upon
expiration of the original lease. would
operate to automatically extend the term of
such agreement with such carrier in
preference to any potentially competing air
camer or foreign air carrier seeking to
negotiate 8 lease or use agreement for such
facilities: and

b. Contains a provision, applicable to any
air carrier or foreign air carrier having an
exclusive lease or use agreement for existing
facilities at such airport, which operates to
prevent such carrier ITom leasing PFC
fmanced facilities if any portion of its
existing exclusive-use facilities is either not
fully utilized or not made available for use by
potentially competing air carriers or foreign
air carriers.

9. Rates. fees. and charges. a. It will root
treat PFC revenue as airport revenue for the
purpose of establishing a rate. fee. or charge
pursuant to a contract with an air carrier and
foreign air carrier.

b.1t will not include in its rate base by
means of depreciation, amortization. or any
other method that portion of the capital costs
of a project paid for by PFC revenue for the
purpose of establishing a rate. fee. or chl'u,tle
pursuant to a contract with an air carrier or
foreign air carrier.

c. With respect to a project for terminal
development. gates and related areas. or a
facility occupied or used by one or more air
carriers and foreign air carriers on an
exclusive or preferential basis, the rates. fees.
and charges payable by such carriers that une
such facilities will be no less than the rates.
fees, and charges paid air carriers and foreign
air carriers using similar facilities at the
airport that were not financed by PFC
revenue.

10. Policies. standards. and specifications.
It will carry out the project in accordance
with FAA airport design. construction and
equipment standards and specifications
contained in advisory circulars current on the
date of application submission.

11. Recordkeeping and audit. It will
maintain an accounting record for audit
purposes for a period of 3 years after .
completion of the project or 8S long as PFC
revenue is collected to fmance the project.
whichever is longer. All records wiU satisfy
the requirements of 14 ern part 158 and will
contain documentary evidence for all items of
project costs.

12. Reports. It will submit reports in
accordance with the requirements of 14 CFR
part 158. subpart D. and as the Administrator
may reasonably request.

... Issued in Washington, DC on January 31.
1991.

Paul L. Galls.
Director. Office ofAirport Planning and
Programming.
[FR Doc. 91-2670 filed 1-31-91; 3:02 pm]
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Passenger Facility Charges

AGENCY: Federal Aviation
Administration [FAA), DOT,
ACTION: Notice of public meeting.

SUMMARY: This notice announces a
meeting to provide an opportunity for
public comment on proposed new
regulations to implement a passenger
facility charge program. The proposed
regulations are intended to implement
the Aviation Safety and Capacity
Expansion Act of 1990 which requires
the Department of Transportation to
issue regulations within 180 days under
which 8 public agency may be
authorized to impose an airport
passenger facility charge (PFC) at a
commercial service airport it controls.
The proceeds from such PFC's are to-be
used to finance eligible airport-related
projects that preserve or enhance
capacity. safety or security of the
national air transportation system.
reduce noise from an airport which is
part of such system. or furnish
opportunities for enhanced competition
between or among air carriers. The
proposed rule sets forth procedures for
public agency applications for authority
to impose PFe's. for FAA processing of
such applications, for collection and
remittance of PFC's by air carriers, for
recordkeeping and auditing by air
carriers and public agencies, for
terminating PFC authority, and for
reducing Federal grant funds
apportioned to large and medium hub
airports imposing a PFC. In addition to
this public meeting, the FAA is soliciting
written comments on the notice of
proposed rulemaking published
concurrently with this notice. The
written and oral comments received at
this meeting, together with written
comments submitted in response to the
notice of proposed rulemaking, will
assist the FAA in its consideration of
issuing a final rule.

DATES: The public meeting will be held
on February 15. 1991, from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. Registration will begin at 8 a.m.
Due to security requirements, early

arrival is encouraged. Requests to make
a presentation should be made by
February 12, 1991.

ADDRESSES: The public meeting will be
held in the FAA Auditorium, Federal
Aviation Administration, 800
Independence Avenue, SW., 3rd Floor.
Wasbington, DC 20591.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Requests to present a statement at the
meeting or questions about the logistics
of the meeting should be directed to Ida
Klepper, Office of Rulemaking, Federal
Aviation Administration, 800
Independence Avenue. SW.•
Washington, DC 20591; telephone (202)
267-9688.

Questions concerning the subject
matter of the meeting should be directed
to Lowell H. Johnson, Office of Airport
Planning and Programming, Federal
Aviation Administration. 800
Independence Avenue, SW.,
Washington, DC 20591; telephone [202)
267-3831.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Participation at the Meeting

Interested persons are invited to
attend the meeting and to participate by
making oral or written statements. Each
person who wishes to present a
statement at the meeting should direct
the request to the first person listed in
the section entitled "FOR FURTHER

INFORMATION CONTACT:' Requests must
be received on or before February 12,
1991. Late requests to present a
statement will be honored if there is
time available during the meeting;
however, the names of those individuals
may not appear on the written agenda.
To the extent practicable, speakers are
encouraged to submit a copy of any
written material to be presented orally
during the meeting. prior to the meeting.
Written statements should be submitted
in triplicate and will be made a part of
the docket. Presentations will be
scheduled on a first-come first-serve
basis. In order to accommodate as many
speakers as possible, we suggest
commenters present summaries of their
written material. The amount-of time
allocated to each speaker may be less
than the amount of time requested.

Meeting Procedures
The following procedures are

established by the FAA to facilitate the
meeting:

1. There will be no admission fee or
other charge to attend and to participate
in the meeting. The meeting will be open
to all persons who register on the day of
the meeting subject to availability of
space in the meeting room. If
practicable, the meeting may be
accelerated to enable adjournment in
less time than currently is scheduled.

2. Representatives of the FAA will
preside over the meeting. A panel of
DOT IFAA personnel involved in the
rulemaking process will be present at
the meeting.

3. The meeting will be recorded by a
court reporter. A transcript of the
meeting will be included in the public
docket. Any person who is interested in
purchasing a copy of the transcript
should contact the court reporter
directly.

4. The FAA will review and consider
all material presented by a participant
at the meeting. All comments, position
papers, and material presenting views or
arguments related to the discussion
topics will be accepted and entered into
the public docket.

5. Statements may be made by
members of the meeting panel to
facilitate discussion of the issues or to
clarify issues. Any statement made
during the meeting by a member of the

-meeting panel is not intended to be, and
should not be construed as, a position of
the FAA on the final rulemaking.

6. The meeting is designed to solicit
public views and information on
passenger facility charges. Therefore,
the meeting will be conducted in an
informal and nonadversarial manner.
An individual wiU not be subject to
cross·examination by any other
participant; however, any member of the
meeting panel is entitled to ask
questions fn order to clarify a statement
made at the meeting or a statement
contained in material submitted by a
meeting participant.

Issued in Washington. DC on January 31,
1991.
Paul L. Galis.
Director, Office ofAirport Planning and
Programming.
IFR Doc. 91-2673 Fited 1-31-91; 3;02 pml
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